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ABSTRACT 

When Words Are Retumed: Approaching Traditional and 
Contemporary Oral Narrative Integration in 

Whitehorse Prirnary Curriculum 

Tatyana Tekla Eluabeth Coulter 

This thesis examines if an oral narrative tradition can be integrated into the Whitehorse 

primary curriculum. To explore this question, 1 conducted a storytelhg cumculum mode1 

project in two Whitehorse primary classrooms, that introduced a hybrid space (Aboriginal and 

non-Native) in which to address and negotiate perceptions of place, community and the 

personal self in primary education. When Won& Are Renmed is equally an expression of an 

ord narrative expenence in the contemporary North of Canada. It recounts how becoming 

a mernber of a community of listeners shifts one's epistemologicaî perspective toward 

traditional met hods of education and storytelling . 
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Chapter One: An In~oahrctory Disciostire 

... rjthere is no shmmg of dues ,  vifthe is no pmmershp of 
pznpose, ifwe ab no2 know or appreciate each other's srories 
- then no mount of conrtronrtrfutionaI jenyriggtng c m  overcome 
the Jssures of this Sm AnciLeas f i l t .  A@ pirpose is !O 

address a deeper structurulproblern that has received Iittle 
attentiora hi 1s one that must be solved ifwe are to close the 
fissures in Ca~~Qdjan society . . . Tom ~xworhy' 

Pulitzer prize-winning American author Annie Dillard reflects, "1 would Wre to learn, or 

remember, how to live. I corne to Holiins Pond not so much to l em how to live as, fimkfy, 

to forget about it" (1992:33). DiUard contemplates a joumey, how in going to a place, she 

may forget and remember. In her contemplation, she reveals a dialogue in memory reminding 

her reader of different ways of living and leanllng. My thesis has a similar intent - to remind 

its reader that there are other ways of living and leaniing, different from what we have been 

traditionally taught in Our school system. This way of leaniing and knowing, based on 

memory work and life expenence, is not universally definable because it reflects the 

particularity of place, "that moment," when and where it is engaged. 

This thesis is also a joumey, written out of the memory of my life experience in a 

place. I becarne a member of a comrnunity in Northem Canada and attempted, in a primary 

classroom setting, to introduce an oral tradition to children. The oral narratives and traditions 

that inspire the thesis belong in origin to the Yukon First Nations.' The retelling of these 

1 Excerpts fiom a speech by Tom Axworthy, executive director of the Canadian Radio 
Broadcasting Foundation delivered to the Canadian Club in Toronto, January 1998. 

2"nK Yukon First Nations are not a single people, but belong to several different cultures" 
(RCAP, 1, 1 1 1996: 493). This observation made in the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 



narratives in the Whitehorse primary classroom is contextualised as a hybrid experience of 

culture weighted by a histoncd "authority," and one that reflects the ethnography of the 

Y ~ k o n . ~  

1 have focused my research on how Aboriginal traditional oral namitive conveys a 

model of education and teaches respect and listening skills.' Mikhd Balditin's notion of 

dm~bie-voicedness strongly reflects the hybrid reality of Whitehorse and the continual 

redefining dialogue between the Aboriginal and non-Native cultures in this community. The 

interest of this thesis is the double-voicedhess in the Whitehorse primary classroom. This 

storyteiling discourse is " ... the process of communication, about how words can be used to 

coastruct meaningful accounts of life experience" (Cruikshank in Morrow and Schneider 

1995:55).' 

Peoples presents the difficulty in providing a clear definition for the reader of what is meant 
here as the oral narratives belonging to the Yukon First Nations collective cultural group. For 
the purposes of the thesis and the storytelling curriculum model project to be discussed in the 
thesis, 1 will rely on the expert advice of Louise Profeit-Leblanc (Yukon Aboriginal 
storyteller) and Emma Shorty (Elder) to determine what is defined here as the oral narratives 
of the Yukon First Nations. 

3 The ratio of Aboriginal to nomNative in the Yukon Temtory is one to two (Cruikshank 
1990: 345). A summation of  the cultural, educationd and histoncal value of Yukon oral 
history and oral tradition is documented in the anthropological and ethnographicai work of 
Julie Cruikshank and Catharine McCleUan (Lue L M  Lïke A S w ,  1990 and My OId People 
Say, 1975). 

4 1 define Aboriginal traditional oral narrative as those oral narrative cycles, systems or 
traditions which are determined to belong to the originating people of a geographical location 
or place. They extend fiom mots in primary orai cultures, "those untouched by writing in any 
fom "(Ong 1982:9). 

5 1 use the term discourse here when 1 also mean dialogue, to make it clear as to how 
language is viewed as a construct within an oral narrative investigation. Ashcroft explains, 



John Wadland writes, "the path to understanding is paved with relationships" 

(1996:48). The contemporary storytelling ment is an on-going dialogue and set of 

relationships between tellers and li~teners.~ What you say and how you Say it during the 

storyteliing went is remembered and retold. It is "this certain knowledge that Our words wdi 

retum" that positions me as I recount the iife experiences of an oral narrative tradition 

(Morrow and Schneider 1995: 1-7, italics mine). 

The precedent to clear a space for an oral narrative tradition in the Whitehorse 

primary classroom, one that is reflective of place, is inspired by the legacy and festival 

tradition of Angela Sidney. This Tagish and Tlingit Elder and storyteller spent much of her 

life "trying to convey, across cultural boundaries, the subtle lessons about human behaviour 

she had lemed during her lifètime" (Cruikshank in Morrow and Schneider 199555). The 

Yukon International Storytelling Festival hosted by the Whitehorse community for the last 

ten years was inspireci by Mrs. Sidney, who once questioned her travels to Toronto to tell her 

cultural oral narratives (Taylor 1 9943). 

This festival consists of "moments." It is a cleared tirne and space when the Yukon's 

"language is a discourse of power, in that it provides the tenns .. . a method by which the 
'real' is detennined ... the language itself implies certuzn assumptions about the world, a 
certair~ history, a certain way of seeing " (1 995: 5 5). 

6 I define the contemporary storytelling event space as a situation of listeners and tellers 
engaged in the practice of oral narrative with an educational intent. It represents a discursive 
site of investigation ofien mirroring the indigenous oral narrative tradition and their formation 
of a storytelling circle. It is a post-colonial site of cultural dialogue, articulated by the 
theoretical notion of hybridity. It cultivates a different concept of authority within a group. 
Joseph Bruchac and Michael Caduto observe the consensus of authority in the Aboriginal 
storyteliing circle formation: "People would sit in a circle during the time of stoiytelllng 
because in a circle no penon is at the head. AU are at 'the same height"'(1985 : 12). 



traditional oral narratives' ordering of knowledge is most focused and when listeners leam 

through stories the hybnd reality of Whitehorse and the Temtory. My experience with the 

festival has taught me that storytelling and oral traditions sustain themselves in the late 

twentieth century. 

One important notion Sidney expressed with regard to effective communication 

through oral narrative is that it "dernands an expressive community sharing sirnilar 

expectations" (Cruikshank in Morrow and Schneider 1995:73). The issue of effectiveness is 

central to this thesis. Do the audiences at the festival share commonalities or a set of similar 

expectations? Perhaps a more affective grasp of oral narrative traditions is achieved in the 

classroom, rather than at a festival, since the classroom is a community sharing a sirnilar set 

of educational expectations?' This thesis explores the notion of ciassroom as community and 

suggest s to educators, specificaily Whitehorse educators, a way to provide primary school 

children with a foundation, reflective of place! 

7 An affective grasp is defined by what a learner remembers (memory). It ". . . cannot be 
measured directly, cannot be constnicted using conventional (atomistic, mechanistic) formal 
instruction, and cannot be reduceâ very eady to the forms of cornmon scopes and sequences. 
Its origins and operations remain somewhat mysterious and emerge through the tangible 
evidences of human behaviour and creative endeavour. The oral literature, oral stories and 
storytellings are such tangibilities. The fact of such activity ensures the "confrontation" of 
conscious and subconscious and the confinnation of primordial subconscious reality" (Rietz 
1988: 183). 

8 In introducing the idea of a classrwm existing as a community, 1 defer to Neil Postman who 
believes " . . . one of the main purposes of public education . . . [is to create] . . . a cornmon 
culture [with] . . .the idea that students must esteem something other than self' (199976). 
Elsewhere he States that students are the "world-rnakers and word weavers," the generators 
of and participants in this comrnon c u b e  (1995:87). Accordin& they have membership 
in the community of speakers, the classroom, where they are ail contributhg members and 



The purpose of this thesis, then, is to iiluminate a greater understanding of the hybrid 

reality in the Whitehorse p- classroom that is achieved through the practice of oral 

narrative. Wd a storytelling discourse create an understanding of place, comrnunity and the 

personal self for the primary-school aged child? Does the relating of oral narrative connect 

Whitehorse children, Abonguial and nonoNative, to the Yukon's indigenous oral narrative 

tradition? Will an oral narrative tradition in the Whitehorse prhary classroom develop a 

historical understanding of the two very different ways of Me Aboriginal people in the 

Temtory experienced? 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. The second chapter provides a historical 

perspective on the Yukon in relation to why 1 believe it is important to consider an oral 

narrative tradition in the Whitehorse primary classroom. "A Method of Place," the third 

chapter, is a discussion of the relevant literature and theory in relation to this interdisciplinary 

investigation- The methodology for the thesis is constructed in this chapter chiefly relying on 

Bakhtin, Said and Cruikshank. They provide the background and tiamework to discuss the 

Storytellhg Cumculum Mode1 Project 1 conducted in two Whitehorse pnmary classrooms. 

responsible for the creation of their language and stones. 
The Swiss ünguist and ndther of Serniotics, Ferdinand de Saussure informs us it is we, 

as members of the human cornrnunity, who create language and meaning through its 
construction (Course of Generaf Lingr<zstics: 1959). He stresses the need for a "community 
of speakers" in order to create language and meaning in our world: "...for the realization of 
language, a community of speakers "mass pariarite" is necessary. Contrary to al1 
appearances, language never exists apart fiom the social fact, for it is a semiological 
phenornenon. Its social nature is one of its inner characteristics" (de Saussure 1 959: 77). This 
distinction is important when considering the classroom as a community of speakers 
participating in the creation of a discourse which is specific to that community and which cm 
be marked as being their common culture. 



The fourth chapter outlines the project, its three phases (Place, Community, The 

Personal) and the educational objective of each phase during the project. It is presented in a 

layering of sub-sections idenûfying the complicated and collaborative element involved in the 

construction of this project. Chapta h e  is an analytical discussion of the storytelling project. 

It is divided into three sections mirroMg the project's themes and execution: Place, 

Community, and The Personal. "Place: Kawday Dan Kenji" addresses the children's 

experiences of place through the retelling of Yukon traditional oral narrative and a day trip 

to Kwaday Dan Kenji. "Community: Beyond Technology" addresses the experiences of the 

classroom comrnunity through the telling of contempomy Whitehone oral narratives. FinaUy, 

"The Personal: Bringing Story Mo Being," recounts the children's expenences of t e h g  their 

own personal oral  narrative^.^ 

9 See Appendix One for an account of these narratives. 1 include reference to the narratives 
told to the children during the project. 
1)PLACE STORIES, Yukon traditional oral narratives 
2)COMMUNITY STORIES, stories of the contemporary Whitehorse community 
3)PERSONAL STORIES, stones of one contemporary Whitehorse Primary Classroom. The 
stories fiom the third phase of the project were not recorded out of respect for the children 
Uivolved with the project who did tell oral narratives. They expressed apprehension and fear 
when this was suggested; h s  1 respected their collective request to not have them recorded. 
Another point of consideration with regard to recording oral narrative as Morrow and 
Schneider contest, " ... a story does not e is t  as something to be captured but as something 
to be passed on" (1 995 : 2). I am sure the children' s oral narratives have been told again and 
live on in their mernories, as they live on in my memory. Here then is one of the difnculties 
in attempting to bring oral narrative and oral memory into the academic Iiterate frame. The 
penonal oral narratives of the one contemporary Whitehorse primary classroom who did tell 
stories d u ~ g  their own storyteliing festival at the end of their project will be elaborated on 
in Appendix One. 



The focus of analysis in chapter five is on the classrooms' experiences with oral 

narratives and not the oral narratives themselves. The discussion and analysis of the oral 

narrative space cleared with the project will demonstrate a hybnd "fision of voices" reflective 

of place (Bakhtin 198 1 :3 15). The analysis in the fifkh chapter involves a Ne-written qualitative 

approach. 'O The sixîh and final chapter concludes the thesis investigation with "a conclusion 

of experience." It consists of my observations in hahg gone through the process of 

initiating, creating and conducting a project, essentially introducing the very conditions 

needed for an oral narrative tradition to thrive with children in two contemporary Whitehorse 

prbmy classroorns. These observations offer particular insight to those educators interested 

in oral narrative curriculum development in the Yukon educational system. 

10 Here 1 would like to cl- a life-written qualitative approach to research analysis in 
relation to the thesis and project. As the thesis involves an oral knowledge base and people's 
life learning stones, a qualitative method of analysis will be used. Elizabeth S. Cohen says 
with regard to life wding: "It tolerates a mode1 of making text that extends beyond old- 
fashioned notions of coIlSCious authorship. There we can talk about many kinds of speakers, 
not just conventionally literary ones, as both shaped by their culture and shaping new 
expression with itW(in Kadar 1992:91). This Me-written qualitative approach is highlighted, 
as described in Ong, by a listening method of apprenticeship (1982:9). 



Chapter Two: Histoncal Perspective 

A Yukon teacher propsed &ng several Nariw l e g e h  to 
the curncurncuhmr in 1973. Her suggestion wrrs gteeted wzth the 
rather disingemous respsme:'% wouldprobably be a good 
thmg to hnve Iradm i e g d -  as suppIementary reodng rather 
than F ~ r y  Tdes stories whrch h not pertain to them or their 
environment but I'm mt sure rhar these legendî should be the 
otzes used. I think legenrLF with more of a thene or moral 
would be ktter for studnts. "Put simp&, onl'y legends thoi 
read lihz fary &es wmdd be a c c e p t a b l e " ~ e s  1 99 1 : 20 7). 

Spoken narrative fiames how the teller sees the world, like looking at a landscape through a 

window. The telier's sense of a landscape is embodied in their narratives, their expressed 

perceptions of place. The spoken, oral narrative guides the listeners' imagination, showing 

how to look and listen. 

This thesis involves the telling of oral narratives in the community of Whitehorse 

where landscape and weather necessitate a strong human cornrnunity. A comrnunity's identity 

is reflective of their relation to place, producing the interaction of community with its 

environment. In Whitehorse, the result is an especially strong sense of identity. 

Yukon First Nations traditiondy viewed sumrner as the season of outward activity - 

hunting and gatherllig in preparation for winter. Winter balanced sumer :  it was the season 

of reflection and relating stories, when people had time and the spirits of the world had al1 

gone to rest (de Laguna 1995: 28-45). Today, the recorded narratives of the Yukon's oral 

tradition confinn generations of a long orai memory.'' The Yukon's oral tradition conveys 

1 I To assist in understanding oral memory consider this dennition: ". . . the trained memory 
was of vital importance. And the ancient memones were trained by an art which reflected the 
art and architecture of the ancient world, which could depend on faculties of intense visual 



an intercomected world-view and tbeir social noms, behaviours and culturd prohibitions 

prior to the Tenitory's coloni~ation.'~ The practice of telling stories was the method arnong 

Yukon First Nations of transrnitting their culture and heritage with particular and relevant 

knowledge that rdected upon their place m the world. The stories were like tools, educating 

children how to be members of a community. Elders were regarded as storyteiiers and 

teachers respom'ble for passing on their Iiistory and heritage, like rich-laden vessels, from one 

generation to the next. These oral narratives honoured place, sewn with a thread of respect. 

Today, traditional oral narrative reveals a mode1 of education that we in academic 

circles terni "interdiscipiinary." Stories traditiondy re-present knowledge in a simultaneous 

and integrative way within the context of a season (winter), an event (inter-generational, 

communal festivities) and for particular reasons (educational, cultural and historical 

transmission). ifwe view the oral narratives we tell in classrooms today from this traditional 

perspective, Our attention is directed to "the active part people take in transrnitting - but at 

the same time creating [and] re-enacting forms of verbal art and oral tradition" (Fimegan 

memorkation which we have iost" (Yates in Fimegan 1992: 1 15). 

1 2 Though the Temtory was colonked in 1 898 the assimilation of Yukon First Nations into 
a colonial and capitalist society did not really occur until fifty years later with the building of 
the Alaska Highway. The opportunity for improving one's "@ty of life" within the capitalist 
structure brought First Nations people tiom the outlying communities to Whitehorse to be 
formally educated and join the mainstream of "the territorial wage economy" (Coates 199 1 : 
240). Acceptance of the capitalist ethic did not become of relevant concern to First Nations 
people of the Temtory until the 1950s when their traditional way of life was encroached upon 
and threatened by the arriva1 of more and more non-Native settlers. This short t h e  between 
a traditional way of life and a modem, urban way of life makes it imperative to connect 
children of Whitehorse with an understanding of the two very difEerent ways of life 
experienced by Aboriginaî people in this place, Whitehorse, Yukon. 



Storytehg structures a pattern of knowledge within the experience of the 

contemporary storytelling event space. This pattern of knowledge functions as a meta- 

narrative. The meta-narrative is revealed in the active and s h e d  memory experience created 

by its community of liaeners. In this spirit of oral narrative, this thesis is evidence of an 

experience of one specific moment in one place at one tirne. It reveals a variation and 

complex piling of narratives that evolves fiom the representation of traditional oral narrative 

and the repetition of the storytelling event in the Whitehorse primary classroom. This 

particularhtion of a "specific dialogue at a particular tirne and in a particular place" provides 

a highly productive vehicle of distance (Bakhtin 198 1 : 12). Bakhtin writes that the hybrid 

utterance or narrative: 

. .. is able on the one hand to show the object of representation 
in a new light (to reveal new sides or dimensions in it) and on 
the other hand to iiluminate in a new way the "expected" 
literary horizon, that horizon agauist which the particularities 
of the telier's tale are perceivable ( 1 98 1 : 3 12- 1 3). 

In relation to Bakhtin's observations, this particular investigation is committed to iliurninating 

the value of reteüing traditional oral narratives in educational classrooms today in a new light. 

Moreover, the thesis explores the educational value of oral narrative (traditional and 

contemporary) in light of the "expected" technologicd horizons of both educators and 

children. The classroom, especially the primary classroom, serves children as the foundation 

of an educational tradition they will be a part of for the next twenty years. The primary 

13 Listeners and tellers are actively engaged in a dialogue during the conternporaty 
storytelling event space. 



classroom is a threshold place where the boundaries (des) of their educational tradition are 

introduced. In this respect, Edward Said refers to Gramsci's recognition of the vital relation 

existing between culture and hegemony for aaalytical purposes. He writes: 

Gramsci has made the useful analytical distinction between 
civil and political society in which the former is made up of 
voluntary atfiliations like schools, families and unions, the 
latter of state institutions whose role in the potity is direct 
domination. Culture, of course, is to be found operating 
w i t h  cRil society, .. . certa;riz cultwal forms predominate over 
others, just as certain ideas are more infiuential than others; 
the fonn of this cultural leadership is what Gramsci has 
identified as hegemony, an indispensable concept for any 
understanding of cultural Me in the industrial West (Said 
1978: 6-7, italics mine). 

As Said indicates, the school and classroom are located w i t h  civil society. It is the place 

where notions of culture (h~storicai and contemporary) are taught through a discourse to 

children. 

The Whitehorse primary classroom's cultural discourse is limited, plagued by an 

attitude of disassociation and fiagmentation. There are two reasons for t his. Colonial history 

is the Pst. Its history of place has caused the loss of Aboriguial cultural integrity in the Yukon 

classroom since 1950 (RCAP 1 996:493).'4 The second factor is technology functioning as 

a meta-narrative. The technological, educational aids of the television and the intemet in the 

classroom educate children within a fiamework of "boundlessness." In effect, technology's 

"limitlessness" of information renegotiates childrens' primary conceptualisation of place. 

14 The historicai temis of tins investigation begin in 1950 when the first Yukon First Nations 
students entered the temtorial school system (Coates 199 1 :203). 



These two factors, broadly speaking, deter Whitehorse children from leamhg through 

experience, and make a storytelling project problematic and difncult. 

Historicdy speaiang, the colonization of the Yukon Territory, like that of the rest of 

Canada, tells the slow painnil story of the annihilation of the Aboriginal culture, history and 

identity includiig the oral tradition (Coates 1991: xxii). In the Yukon specificdy, 

colonization has obliterated much of the heritage and culture of local tradition. Colonial 

history demonstrates a disassociation fiom place in the suppression of certain cultural 

discourse (stories and voices) in childrenk "storied residence" to the Yukon Temtory in the 

Whitehorse primary classroorn (Cheney 1992: 1 - 12). " 

Increasingly, children are taught they need not cultivate the faculty of memory or 

remernbering because we have so rnany other modes for recording ailturd memory (the video 

camera, tape recorder, am, photograph, cornputer, CD ROM, not to mention the printed 

page). Mechanized memory provides a guaranteed documentation of our histories but lacks 

the human elernent of experience. In handing over our memory to a technological intervention 

we leam how to forget and forget how to rernember. Walter Benjamin's fear that "the gifi for 

listening is lost and [that] the cornmunity of listeners disappean" is fuifilied in the c h a t e  of 

15 The Royal Cornmission on Aborigim/ People states, "Abonpal people speak of language 
and culture in the same breath" ( 19% 3,9483). Statistics and cumculum both indicate there 
to be a loss of hdigenous languages in Whitehorse and the other outlying communities. Elders 
fTom across the Territory gathered at the Vozces of the TTalRng Circle conference to discuss 
and devise strat egies to preserve t heir languages and oral traditions. They collectively 
concluded, "language, culture and identity are inseparable" and that "creative ways must be 
found to motivate the children and rnake the leamhg of Native languages and culture a 
pleasant and rewarding experience" (Yukon Abonguial Language Coderence 199 1 : 29-32). 



the late twentieth century (1 %8:9 1). 

The curriculum of the primary classroom understood to be a "voluntary," consenteci 

re-presentation of our civii society is dominated by our political society dictating how we 

conceptualise authority (Said 1 978 :6-7). If children, their identities and cultures are to be 

&en recognition and endowed with a sense of authotity in the primary classroom cumculum, 

then cunidum should be equally informecl and shaped by their voices. The consideration of 

an oral narrative tradition works toward balancing the limitations and domination of Our 

political society in the primary classroorn. Oral narratives serve to bring a tradition of place 

and an acknowledgment of the hybrid community identity to the classroom. Elder and master 

storyteiler George Blondin of the Dene in the North West Temtories refers to "that moment" 

of trammission, the act of listening and t e h g  stories as  "sustenance" or "medicine" (Blondin 

1990: i). What is passed on and exchanged in the primary classroom from teacher to student, 

telier to listener, through the language of oral narrative is a form of medicine and should be 

regarded as something sacred. 

In this context of an induction into twentieth-century histoncal and technological 

values, Kathleen Dean Moore inquires: "But who has studied the essential issue: What wiil 

draw our own children back home ?" (1995: 8, italics mine). Her dennition of "home" 

assumes chiidren idenm with the place they grow up in and feel drawn to remain in or later 

retum to. 1 compare Moore's "what" to the horning instinct ofthe trumpeter and tundra swans 

drawn back to the Yukon every spring. The swans' retum to McClintock Bay marks a SM 

in season sig-g a time of renewal. These birds' migratory pattern repeats a tradition and 

a way of knowing the landscape surroundhg the community of Whitehorse. Nowadays, 



however, there is little emphasis and value placed in knowing the landscapes of the places 

whae we iive. We turn our attention in education to the larger global context of technology, 

partidarly the television and intemet. As we turn our attention elsewhere, we forget about 

the sigiuficance of places like McClintock Bay, and the swans. It is a sirnilar danger for 

children educated in the modem global context. Educators today are forgetting to teach the 

significance of place. Children educated in the fkagmented reality of globalization have 

metaphoricdy lost their homing instinct. 

1 think we as a society have forgotten what it means to truly lose something because lost 

objects and ideas appear so easily retrievable with the aid of new information technologies. 

Yet once oral knowledge is lost, it is gone. Recog-g the value of the loss makes it vital 

to teach children the knowledge of place. This translates into teaching them the ski11 of how 

to "remember" (memory work) and to stress the value of hurnan expenence during their 

foundation experiences in the Whitehorse classroom. 

Traditional oral narrative begins to educate chiidren in a discourse of place. Such 

stones are of value to an integrated mode1 of oral education because as Morrow and 

Schneider explain, "... ancient stones are rekindled in new settings and reteliings bring 

meaning to the presentW(1995:2). In this way, traditional oral narrative utilised in the 

Whitehorse primary classroom can serve as a method of educating all chiidren, Abonguial and 

non-Native, of the "hybrid interpenetration" of relationships in Whitehorse, and it can do so 

as a part of their educationai expenence and tradition (Ashcroft 1995391). 

In an attempt to answer Moore's question 1 conducted a fourmonth Storytelling 

Cumculum Model Project during the winter of 1996-97 in two Whitehorse primary 



ciassrooms. I, in my role as a researcher, wanted to see ifit is possible to put storyteiling back 

in the education of chiidren. My hope with the project is that it may serve to influence the 

future course of primary curriculum development in the Yukon temtorial school system 

toward a kind of oral learning founded upon the integrative qualities of traditional oral 

narrative. The storyteliing project created a space within the classroom where an oral 

narrative tradition thrived during the winter, as it was traditionally and seasonally observed. 

And where the children were encouraged through mernory to reflect on the moments of 

transmission as a part of their educational experience in the primary classroorn. 

Cruikshank argues that "the issue, at least for some Native northemers, centres on 

who controls the images, the representations of their lives portrayed to the larger world" 

(Cruikshank in Dyck 1993: 134). Who dictates how we see Aboriginal culture within Yukon 

society is cnticaily significant in relation to this investigatiod6 Histoncal and political 

16 The Whitehorse primary classroom offers an optional Native language prograrn in 
Southem Tutchone, the traditional language of the First Nations of Whitehorse; while 
maintaining a cornpz~Isory French language prograrn (Jacobs, 1996). One of the classroom 
teachers described the Native language prograrn with hstration as "nothing more then 
another fonn of tokenism" carried on by the dominant political society. These observations 
imply Enghsh and French to be more important to leam and know than Aboriginal languages. 
Lena Jonhson, a Southern Tutchone Elder and educator, describes her routine as a Native 
language instructor:"You h o w  we have only twenty minutes a day for each class and 1 only 
work three days a week, 9:00 to 1290. How are chiidren going to leam, with only twenty 
minutes a day? It's no way. They hear English in T.V.; they hear it in home; they heu it h m  
their friends; they hear it fiorn their brothers and sisters. A child, no way they're going to 
survive with their languageW(YALC 199 1 : 14). This issue reiriforces the dominant authontative 
discourse of the Whitehorse primary classroom. A societyts choice of certai~ stories acts as 
a metaphor for understanding "what is considertci knowledge, the mode through which 
knowledge is attained or created, and, consequently the ideologies and practices of 
educational institutions" (Freake 1997:4). The colonial historic ideology stiU dominates the 
Yukon's t emtorial school system. The relationship between Aboriginal and nonoNative 



practices are reflected in educaîional practices (Gramsci in Said 1978: 6-7). The colonialist 

trait in the history of the Yukon accompanied by the pedagogicai trend toward the 

"boundarilessness" of technological media, generates a dominant educational meta-narrative 

and discourse influencing children's conceptualisation of place. l7 

The project disaissed in chapters four and five of the thesis propose a method for developing 

a hybnd cultural cumculum, reinstilling in the Whitehorse child a sense of place. 

The probiematic present in the histoncai colonial discourse with concem to the 

Canadian Aborigmal arperience is d d a t e d  by Peter Kulchyski, professor of Native Studies 

at Trent University. He writes: 

~ ~ t - r i c ~ l ~ m  is carefùliy constructed to appear cross-cultural - yet maintains a "white-bias" 
authonty and control over First Nations content and heritage in the official story of the 
Yukon. 

17 Debate may arise here of the technological perspective "accused" of deterring a 
storytelling-related cumculum and the development of c~mmunity identity reflective of 
cultural Merence. Seymour Papert contends in Mi~tdrtonn (1980) that the computer in the 
classrwm forces chiidrai to be more tolerant oferror (Postrnan 1995: 1256). ~ h e  computer 
may teach children how to be more tolerant of error or difference, yet this tolerance is 
constructed within the technological fiarnework. Technology conditions children to tolerate 
only their own errors as a response to their interaction with the computer and not as an 
acceptame of ciifference in their direct and on-going human interaction. The distinction should 
be made clear, my position in the thesis does not oppose or accuse technology, but rather 
asks: how can a storyteliing project assist to balance out the pespectives of community 
identity and cultural negotiation fostered in the Whitehorse primary ciassroom, in relation to 
technology's iduences? I rnirror Nd Postman's perspective when he writes, "1 am not against 
using cornputers in school. 1 am arguing against our sleepwallring attitudes towards it, 
against allowing it to distract us fkom more important things against making it a god" 
(1 99544). 



In the Canadian context, arguably the fàct of the colonization 
of Abonguial peoples, broadly speaking, rremains a kind of 
culturally repressed moment in the national identity: though it 
should be anpha9Ied that this cultural repression was actively 
constructed (Kulchyski 1996: 7-8). 

Kulchyski stresses the double negation experienced by people of Aboriginal origins within the 

colonialist narrative. Aboriginal people were consciously excluded fiom the history. This is 

as tme in the Yukon Temtory as elsewhere in Canada. Accounts of the Yukon's colonial 

history are docunented and desaibed well by historian Kenneth Coates (Best Lefl A s  Indirms. 

1 99 1 ; Ca~tadiun Colonies, 1 98 5 ; Land of the Midnight Sin, 1 988). The Yukon's collective 

historicd memory is dominated by a "limited historical consciousness" in the certain 

selections passed on as the official history that fornulates the community identity of 

Whitehorse (Coates 199 1 : 246, itdics mine). 

Canada's official histoncal memory is dominated by a settler culture mentality 

collectively created and shared by the people who make up our nation. The settler culture 

motif assists in the formation of a shared identity so that everyone can tell this grand meta- 

narrative regardless of geographical location in our vast country. The distinctive "Canadian" 

approach to identity is now authorized by the Mtiitimfturalsm Policy of Carrada. l8 

The settier culture motif has evolved differently in the Yukon. There, Canada's 

18 Yet the Mzdticz~hwailism Policy of Cana& excludes both the Aboriginal peoples of 
Canada and the Yukon and North West Territories fkom its definition (Multiculturalism Policy 
2: c,d). The exclusionary tendencies of this term, multicuituraf~sm in the Amencan context 
are addressed by Neil Postman. He cites multiculniralism as denoting ". . . quite a different 
story . . . [involving] a narrative that makes cultural diversity an exclusive preoccupation" 
(lWS:SO-5 1). 



coloniai Nurative has aaed like a parent to its territorial child (Coates 199 1: xvi). Most non- 

Native "Yukoners" or " Sourdoughs" originate fiom other regions of Canada, making the 

colonial experience in the Yukon secondary to the rest of Canada (Coates 199 1 : 246).19 Non- 

Native settlers followed the econornic opportunities as they arose in the Temtoty. These 

opportunhies cm be identifid in three waves. The first and most histone wave was the 

Klondike Gold Rush at the tum of the nineteenth century. The second and most cultural 

destructive wave was the construction of the Alaska Highway through the 1 WOs, opening the 

Territory up to greater access for prospectors and settlers by roadway. The third economic 

wave is eXpenenced toâay with tourists celebrating the Gold Rush." Ironically, the Yukon's 

contemporary economic wealth relies heavily upon the tourists' romanticized drearn of the 

wealth of the Gold Rush. 

Traditional oral narrative assists one in comprehending that those narratives that are 

repeated are those most well remernbered by a community of listener~.~' The Gold Rush meta- 

narrative dominates the Yukon's officia1 cultural memory and collectively formuiates its 

19 Residents are often referred to as Sourdoughs after Living in the Yukon for at least one 
winter. The number of years one mua live in the Yukon to be considered a Sourdough is 
highly disputed, some say one year, while others Say twelve. 

20 "To date there is no quantification of the economic wealth generated by the tounsm 
industry, but this industry is the largest private sector employer in the Yukon Temtory 
today" (Clarke, 1997). 

2 1 Walter Benjamin wxites, "... the perfect narrative is revealed through the layers 
[repetitions] of a variety of retellings" (1 968:W). 



identity." Thus, an aim of this storytehg project is to "disnipt a colonising world-view and 

to create and atnnn a different set of relationships, experiences and foms  of knowledge," 

founded on the educational values of respect and Listening present in the oral traditions of 

Yukon Fint Nations as prornoted by Australian educator Val Plumwood in her place-sensitive 

educational cumculum (in Jickling 1995 : 8 1 ). 

22 The Gold Rush narrative is a historic success story represented by the male individual's 
physical and mental ability to toi1 and strain against the Yukon's harsh environment. He 
becomes a classic hero by sniking it rich, destroying river beds in search of metal ores and 
then frivolously spending his fortune in a place like Dawson City on gambling and alcohol. 
The culminated narrative relies completely on the capitalist ethic, celebrating ideas of 
autonomy and the individuai. If Aboriginal people appear in this narrative at al1 (they usualjy 
play no part) then they are utiiized romantically in the role of helping the hero find his gold, 
thereby acting as an exotic messenger and emissary of the wilds. They thereby serve this 
narrative by beuig cast as servant within it. People of Aborigural he~ tage  fhd little place for 
their identity in this narrative as is generaliy the case elsewhere. 



In the 1970s educators beîame interested with storytelling as a pedagogical tool and with 

traditional oral narrative as the foundation for the contemporary aoryteliing event space. This 

led to the developrneni of a large body of writing over the next two decades essentidly s t a ~ g  

that storytelling is a useftl pedagogical aid especially helping children in the process of 

leaming how to read. This particular pedagogical interest with contemporaty storytelling 

utilized in elementary c ~ c u i u m  is expressed by Kieran Egan, a professor of education at 

Simon Fraser University (Teuching A s  StoryteIIing, 1986; Imagmation in Teciching and 

Leamirg 1992). He is apprehensive about the new idormation technologies that may colour 

the study of oral leaming. He suggeds: 

The key to humanizing it, or, better, rehurnanizing it [the 
classroom] for children is to tie the computational tasks back 
to the hurnan intentions, hopes, fears, etc. that generated them 
in the first place . . . then we can embed the skill in a context 
that is meaningful (Egan 1986: 77). 

Recently, with the writings of Neil Postman (The End of lii2hcation. 1995 and 

Techop&, 1993), there is an increasing tendency to polarize oral narrative, the educational 

good, against cornputer technology, the educational bad. Postman asks: "Will the widespread 

use of computers in the classroom defeat once and for aii the claims of communal speech?" 

(Postman 1993: 17). This polarization of the oral and the technological is an extension of a 

sirnilar polarization in classical accounts of oral narrative. in O r d i 9  and Literacy: The 

Techiologinng ojthe Wor41982), Walter Ong posits the two conditions as adversaries. He 



favors Literacy as a natural developrnent of orality. He traces the evolution fiom the oral to 

the literate, blaming literacy as the cause of orality's demise. Paradoxically he stresses literacy 

as the rneans to comprehend orality today. He writes: 

Literacy . . . is absoluteiy necesary for the development not 
only of science but aiso of hiaory, philosophy, explicative 
understanding of literature and of any art, and indeed for the 
explanation of language (including oral speech) itself (Ong 
1982: 1 5, italics mine). 

Ong's theory situates funher studies of orality and the oral narrative in a polarization 

obscuring the actual paradoxicai or ambiguous relationships of oral and literary skill in any 

culture? The interests of this thesis are the interdisciplinary relationships that aise when 

relating oral narrative (Aboriginal traditionai and contemporary) in the Whitehorse pnmary 

classroom. The theoretical constructs that facilitate an understanding of these relationships 

are life writing, post-colonial oral narrative theory and hybridity. 

As Marlene Kadar explains, life writing creates a space for the neglected texts, where 

they are raised to inclusion and discussed within the Literary Canon (Cohen in Kadar 1992: 

91). 

23 1 define oral mative as "personal stories generated fiom the expenences of the teUer as 
well as accounts that have been passed on from generation to generation, ofien referred to 
as myth, folktale, and legend" (Morrow & Schneider l995:6). 



Kadar describes life writing as 'a genre of documents or 
fragments of documents written out ofa  He, or unabashedly 
out of a personal experience of a writer,'and includes 
'narratives which tell a story in their own nght, even though 
they may not be fiction' (Cole in Kadar 1992: 1 14). 

This thesis explores an oral narrative tradition that tells a aory in its own right, thereby 

demonstrating oral narrative's pedagogical vahe in primary education. 1, in recounting (orally 

conveyed) Me experiences or narratives of children in Whitehorse, stretch the acadernic 

"literate" boundaries that define knowledge and how knowledge is taught, including the 

literature-based notion of Me writing. 

The inherent, colonial polarkation of the marginalised (Aboriginal, Other) narrative 

and dominant (European, Western) narrative is diminished within the field of post-colonial 

studies. Accordiig to Ashcroft, unlike colonialism, post-colonial discourse: 

... provides a methodology for considering the dialogue of 
similarity and Werence; the similarity of colonialism's political 
and historical pressure upon non-European societies, 
alongside the plurality of specific cultural eEects and 
responses those societies have produced (199556). 

Post-colonial oral narrative theory validates a study of oral narrative within the academy, 

focusing on the values of traditional oral narratives. A definition of post-colonial oral 

narrative theory is articulated in the merging of traditional acadernic disciplines. Two Alaskan 

anthropologists, Phyllis Morrow and William Schneider coilaborativley define this as: 



... the place where foikiore studies intersect with 
socioünguistics and contemporary interpretive anthropology. 
In this interdiscipiinary area, we can integrate previously 
disparate approaches to oral narrative in action (19952). 

Post-colonial oral narrative theory creates a space for a dialogue to take place bctween the 

fields of Abmiguial oral history, oral tradition, contemporary storytelling, educational theory 

and colonial history (Ashcrofi 1995:2). It is a hybridized space. Hybndity explores the 

"hybridised nature of post-colonial culture" where new and respectful dialogues are taking 

place (Ashcroft 1995: 183). Hybndity contextualises my investigation of oral narrative in the 

Whitehorse prirnary classrwm as a means to address issues related to the colonial history and 

contemporary culture in the Yukon Temtory. 

Amongst post-colonial theorists the concept of hybridity is recognized as a distinct 

feature of discourse (Ashcroft 1995: 183). Hybndity moves beyond the Iimits of binary 

polarizations, emphasizing the strength and evolution of an oppressed culture through, for 

example, such atrocious acts of colonialism as the residentid and rnissionary school systems 

of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries in Canada. Certain notions of hybridity emerge 

"where no simple possibüity for asserting a pre-colonial past is available" (Ashcroft 1995: 183- 

4). This is true of the Yukon's oral narrative tradition. There are few if any pnmary oral 

cultures left in the world today (Ong 1982: 15). We cannot "go back" to a tirne when people 

lived without the influences of colonialism or mechanidy-medrated foms of communication, 

but we, as the educating society, can remind and educate children of the "myth time," and of 

an other method of educating through the practice of teliing aories (de Laguna 1995:28). 



The Russian hterary theorist M.M. Bakhtin contributes to post-colonial studies in 

"Discourse in the Novel" with his notion of heteroglossia ( Bakhtin 1981:259-422). He 

defines heteroglossia " as close a conceptualisation as is possible of that locus where 

centripetal and centrifùgal forces ailide" (1 98 1 :428). Differing from Ong's binary opposition 

of the literate and oral, Bakhtin's heteroglot reality stresses the cornplex, interco~ected 

relationship between language and speech within narrative. He praises orality in the novel, 

defining language as an organic, living and evolving discourse (Bakhtin 198 1 : 327). He uses 

terms like utterance to "stress the speech aspect of language, [and] to emphasize the 

imrneâiacy of meaning" produced (Holquist in Baichtin 198 1 :xxi). 

Bakhtin's concept of utterance is hybrid, "contain[ing] mixed within it two utterances, 

. . . two semantic and axiological belief systems" (1 98 1 : 304). Utterance is a doubly-voiced 

refiacting discourse of two voices in dialogue with one another (198 1 :326). His double- 

voiced discourse unrnasks the monologue of language springing out of a continual dialogic 

interaction, what Bakhtin describes as "dialogism" ( 198 1 :3 30). This theory of language 

"never runs dry - for the interna1 dialogism of discourse is something that inevitably 

accompanies the social, contradictory historical becoming of language" (1 98 1 : 330). Bakhtin 

classifies this as the relativity of linguistic consciousnas (1 98 1 : 323). He clears a space within 

the "literary" scope of the narrative for the hybridised utterance and where the dialogues 

between language (literacy) and speech (orality) are made conscious within sociolhguistic 

theory. This dialogue is evidence of speaking and writing "in mtolher's pech ,  in another'i 

langrage "((198 1324). Bakhtin's recognition o f  the hybnd reality in the novel illustrates a 



mode1 for understanding social meaning. Holquist writes: "Histories are tike novels in that 

they set out to provide more or less comprehensive accounts of social syaems" (in Bakhtin 

198 1 : mwiü). The centrai image of two actual people in dialogue with one another determines 

his theory of heteroglossia (Bakhtin 198 1 :xx and 324). The speakers or tellers in this dialogue 

are "carriers of a particular verbal-ideological linguistic belief system" (Bakhtin 198 1 : 3 12). 

Oral narrative and the contemporary storytelling event space requires a sirnilar image and 

recognition of the hybridised utîerance as its locus. 

Interpretive cultural anthropology sirnilarly discusses the nature of the close 

relationship between Abonginai traditional oral narrative and the definhg of social structure. 

We h d  in the work of anthropologists and educators l ke  Nice Carlick (1 995: 34), Robin 

Ridington (1988:70), and Julie Cruikshank (1984: 14) the cornrnon metaphor of a window to 

express an understanding of traditional oral narrative. As if through a window we observe the 

reflection and mediation between how people "tallc, [and how] members accomplish social 

structure" (Hoimes 1996: 8). An oral tradition or oral system is a means to define and 

understand a community's culture and social systerns, their way of being in the world and their 

way of seeing the world (Dauenhauer 1988:~).  

Among these anthropologists, Julie Cruikshank is the most relevant to my storytelling 

project in the Whitehorse primary classroom. A non-Native white acadernic, she spent more 

than a decade in the Yukon Temtory, living, conducting research and writing the extensive 

account of three Yukon Elders' life stories (Life Lived Like A Sfory, 1 990). S he refers to the 

" . . .collaborative researcb used," and how under the Eldefs tutelage her "interests have shifed 



away fiom an oral history cornmitteci to documenting changes in social reality and toward an 

investigation of narrative fonns for talking about, remembe~g, and interprethg everyday 

life" (Cruikshank 1990: x, Cruikshank in Dyck 1993: 135, italics mine). Her time spent 

pa r i iddy  as a researching culturai anthropologist in the Southem Yukon with t hree Yukon 

First Nations wornen Elders led her to be afFected by their cornrnunity and world-view, 

shiftmg her praxis and interpretation. This shij2 in focus led her to comment further that " . . . 

an oral history attuned to narrative conventions provides an observatory nom which to assess 

the shiftuig boundary between what we cal1 history and what we cal1 myth" (Cruikshank 

1990:~). By listening to Yukon traditional oral narrative Cruikshank learned the Aboriginal 

cultural significance of the role of the listener, as likened by Ong to an apprenticeship in the 

discipline of oral narrative (1 982:9). 

Cruikshank expresses a shzfied methodologicai approach. S he convey s a difFerent 

academic understanding of the relationship existing between language and speech. She 

recognizes Yukon traditional oral narrative as a fom of cultural collaborative communication 

in effect rnirroring Bakhtin's concept of heteroglossia. Oral narrative today breaks open 

traditionally rigid, academic investigations. The retelling and use of traditional oral narrative 

in contemporary situations (for exarnple, the stomelling event and festival) constitutes an 

interdisciplinary, hybnd location to observe the shifting and merging of the academicaily 

defined disciplines of literature, anthropology, hiaory, and myth. 

In the "Introduction to Orientafism, " Edward Said focuses his criticai discussion on 

the importance of identifjmg the position and methodological approach taken by an author 



in relation to an investigation involving the rnarghatised "Other" (Said 1978: 1-28). He 

stresses the importance of recopkhg the relationship between the Occident and ûther as one 

". . . of power, of domination, of varying degrees of cornplex hegemony" (Said 1978: 5). He 

articulates how there are no pure cultures or truths in the world, merely authoritative 

representations (Said 1978: 21). Mirroring Gramsci's notion of cultural hegemony in his own 

investigation of the Orient, he identifies in an investigation of the Other - the relationship of 

authority. Said stresses that, "above ail, authority can, indeed must, be analyzed" (Said 1978: 

20). Thus, the cultural relationships present in post-colonial societies are representations of 

the varying degrees ofauthority that exia and operate within civil society (Said 19785). They 

can and indeed must be exposed, shifrd and altered. 

Said's method of authontative analysis includes the terms strategic location and 

strateHe fornation ( 1  978 : 20). A strategic location is an aut hor's position taken in writing 

a text and the strategc jomatim is their method of analysis w i t b  a text (Said 1 W8:2O). 

Cruikshank positioned herself "humariistically" in her met hodologicai documentation of t hree 

Yukon First Nations Elders' Me stories (Cruikshank 1990: 1-36). To use Said's terms, her 

strategic location was one ofplace (people, community and culture). Place was also then the 

determining factor in her strategic formation. As Said writes: 

No one has ever devised a method for detaching the scholar 
from the circumstances of life, fiom the fact of his or her 
involvement (conscious or unconscious) with a class, a set of 
beliefs, a social position, or fiom the mere activity of being a 
member of a society (1 978: 10). 

Said includes "the personal dimension" as a form of maintenance and critical consciousness 



while writing OnentclIism (1978:25-26). Like Bakhtin's sense of linguistic consciousness in 

a text, Said "takes inventory" of himself dong the way of writing (1 98 1 : 323 and Gramsci 

in Said 1978: 25). He reveals his consciousness to be his methodology, his strategic location 

and formation. 

Academic research strategies in the Canadian North are being "negotiated locdy and 

based upon a mode1 of coflaboratin replacing more conventional models of university 

initiateci research" (CNikshank 1988: 1-2). Cruikshank, like Said develops a similar level of 

criticai consciousness from the mere activity of being a member of a community (Said 

1978: 10). The appreciation and sensitivity toward the community - the people and place 

chosen as the site of inquiry - is a current trend especiaily in academic Nonhem research 

practices. Norman Easton, former director of the Northem Research Institute and professor 

of Anthropology at Yukon College in Whitehorse, describes this methodological trend as 

"integrative." He suggeas that a shifiing in research methodology leads to greater 

"meaningfùlness" for both the researcher and community studied: 

... seeking to redefine the role of the North in research in a 
more pluralistic fashion .. . encouraging efforts towards the 
integration of knowledge and place. It seeks recognition of 
and sensitivity towards the existing cultural traditions of 
knowledge that have prevailed in the North . . . to expand its 
capacity for Northem relevance by forcing its vision towards 
concems of local interest (Easton 1994: iv). 

Easton's methodology begins with place and recognition of an embodied relationship - that 

of the researcher to community. Subsequently, place is the locus for a different form of 



methodological d y s i s .  Said and Cruikshank conduct their research for two vey  different 

reasons and in two very difrent locations, yet equaily they corne to share a similar 

experience and awareness of their surroundings. 'Ihar cornrnon consideration for the relevant 

relationships between ttieir use of knowledge in a place, shifts their methodological inquiries 

to be reflective of place. And as well, in conducting research on the other, they both develop 

a consciousness which is critical of the writing self This 1 will c d  hybrid consciousneu. 

Place in the field of pst-colonial studies is "a cornplex interaction of language, history 

and environment" (Ashcroft 1995: 39 1). I define place in the Whitehorse primary classroom 

in a hybridised way. Firstly, its definition involves recognition of traditional oral narrative's 

educational value in children's early educational experience. The role of the child within 

Aboriginal traditional social structures was to listen and become "educated" through the 

practice of oral narrative (Heidlebaugh 1 992: 4, de Laguna 1995 : 74-75). 

Nora and Richard Dauenhauer, who have extensively documented Alaskan Tlingit 

traditional oral narratives, af'iirm that "oral . . . traditions evolve differently in different places" 

(1987: 1 1). The evolution of an oral tradition of place is integrally linked to the people of that 

place, its community of teliers and listeners. Said posits the necessity in his study of the 

Orient : 

. . . [to] take senously Vico's great observation that men [and 
women] make their own hiaory, that what they can know is 
what they have made, and extends it to geography; as both 
geographicai and cultural entities - to say nothing of historical 
entities - such locales, regions . . . (Said 1978: 5). 

He, like Easton, acknowledges the interconnected aspects of history and geography in relation 



to what people in a place say and how their language evolves into local knowledge and 

stories Bakhtin articulates a sllnilar tracing of histories and stories to locality when he writes: 

"A localny is the trace of an event, a trace of what had shaped it. Such is the logic of all local 

myths and legends that attempt, t h g h  history, to make sense out of 

space" (1981: 189). 

Abor igd  traditional oral narrative is fiamed by an integrated definition of people to 

place involving an interconnected view of place with the aspects of the geographical, 

"cultural7 social, political, econornic and health" (RCAP 1, 1 1, 1996: 49 1). Traditional oral 

narrative is inscribed with the huma. cornmunity as a partner in life with the landscape or 

place. The traditional definition of place situates the subjective self integrally as a part of the 

objective landscape, as a kind of "ground of being" (Hodge and Mishra in Ashcroft 

1995392). Like the weli which Bakhtin's dialogic spring runs from, this " . . . discourse of 

place is a process of a continual dialectic between subject and object"(Ashcroft 1995:392). 

My methodology involves a hybrid discourse of place and the activity of being a 

member of a community. Like Cruikshank, 1 lived in the southem Yukon and came to be 

affected by the Yukon's traditional stories, leaming how to be a listener and a teller. My 

experiences in this place shj2ed my acaâemic position and methodology. Consequently, 1 use 

an ethnomethodological perspective in the writing of my thesis. James L. Heap defines 

et hnomet hodology as, 



. . . the study of formai structures of situated practices as these 
practices are used by mernbers of a culture to organize their 
reasoning and actions and their interactions, as rationai, 
recognizable, orderly, identifiable events in a social world 
(1 WO:46). 

My ethnomethodology involves the study ofthe oral narrative relationships 1 fonned in and 

with the members of two primary classroom communities while living in Whitehorse. In the 

hybrid space of the ciassrmm storytelling event, the situated practice of telhg oral narrative 

(traditional and contemporary) led to a variety of voice and a collaboration of different 

cultures, evolving in a manner which was reflective of place. This particular coliaborative 

discourse defined my position as an academic researcher in the southern Yukon and in hini 

detennined my method of analysis. 

Who Am I? 

1 was apprehensive entering the Whitehorse primary classroom, coming as 1 did fiom an 

academic place, a southern University where big words and thoughts have trained me to think 

and speak in a particular language. Could 1 relate academic concepts in a voice and language 

that gradetwo children in Whitehorse would understand? Would my research and interest in 

Yukon oral tradition be taken as a form of cultural appropriation, as my identity was a part 

of this process? 

I realized 1 needed to understand the Whitehorse childrens' sense of place." 1 began 

24 If 1 was going to make a true leankg connection with this comrnunity of listeners, 
attention to th& voices and stones would be a part of this learning experience. 1 would enter 
into a dialogue and equalty become a listener of their stories. 



the project with a personal story of my owa place and childhood. f i s  story was used as an 

entrance hto the project and simultaneously as a way to introduce myself, who I was, where 

1 was fkom and why 1 was there. The story 1 offered was told to me as a child by my Baba 

(grandmother), and it was told in relation to a place 1 spent my summers and as a way of 

passing on my mothefs ethnic identity and hentage to my brother and 1. As children at Our 

f d y s  cottage on Georgian Bay, my brother and 1 and cousins used to go out into the forest. 

My grandmother would worry about us getting lost or hurt. So, she used to tell us the story 

of the Baba Yaga as a way to keep us fiom wandering too far off and also as a way to teach 

the importance of listening to Our Elders and to do as we were told, or face the 

consequencd The Baba Yaga is a fierce mature, an old witch crone who eats children who 

do not listen and do as they are told (Robinson and Wilson 1962: 174). My Baba's 

presentation included herself as the child in the story, making it al1 the more vivid in my 

memory. 1 began the story fiom the place where 1 remembered it (Appendix One). 

My thesis methodology is a different sort of life iived story and hopefùl of 

demonstrating a way to conduct academic research W g  "the gap" that Julie Cruikshank has 

described "between academics who live in southern Canada and residents who live in what 

has been caiied the Northern laboratory" (Cruikshank 19843). 1 walk away from this Master's 

degree with two expenences, one situated in the academy and the other situated in Me 

experience. 

25 For versions of Baba Yaga, see Ransome, 19 16: 68-90, Wmthrop, 1991 and Sherman, 
1988. 



Renegotiathg Certain Authon'ty 

Using traditional oral nanative in primary classrooms raises questions of how knowledge and 

authority are constructed within the ctassroom. Within teaching practices there exists a set 

of power relations that dictate how chiidren should be socialized. This authority construct 

may be described as literate and technological and views the chiid entering the primary 

classroorn as one who must be taught its set curriculum (Egan 1986: 104). Egan is critical 

of such educational practices: 

The most powerfid and energetic inteilectual tools children 
bnng to school are largely ignored and excluded when 
research is conducted on childrens' leaming, intelligence, 
development and so on (1 986: 1 8). 

In short, the imagination and memory are suppressed by contemporary teaching practices, 

daims Egan (1986: 6). At the primq-school age, children live and breathe oral narratives. 

Vivian Gussin Paley, an experienced primary-level educator writes, "A myth-making 

c h c u l u m  is sensible because the children (at this age) have been practicing the technique [of 

storytelling]" (1995:95). Children entering the set social structures of the classroom "leav[e] 

behind much that is exciting and deeply loved in the earlier oral world" (Ong 1982: 15). 

Children thus become dissassociated f?om oral knowledge, the imagination and memory as 

they cross over the threshold of primary education. 

Postman responds to the foais of current educatiod curriculum, ariiculating the need 

to recognize that "al1 subjects are forms of discourse and that therefore almost al1 education 

is a fom of language education" (1 995 : 123). Ln effect, he directs educator's attention to a 



different o r d e ~ g  of knowledge embedded in an oral discourse and dialogue (speech and 

language). His viewpoint parallels Balchth's notion of linguistic consciousness and Said's 

notion of criticai consciousness, leading educators to view oral discowse as key to the 

development of a hybrid consciousness. This complex wnsciousness can be cultivated and 

articulated in children through the practice of oral narrative. 

The difIiculties prompting both Egan and Postman to reason for an altemate approach to 

curriculum are not new. Arnerican educator John Dewey (The Child a d  the Ct~rricuitm, 

1956) and French educator Jean Piaget ( n e  Lrmguage and 7hmght ojthe ChiId, 1959 and 

7he Origins of lnrelgeence zn Chii'den, 1967) likavise resisted their contemporary dominant 

educational practices. Dewey viewed education fiom his seKdescribed psychoIogicaI stance. 

His primas, interest was "the need to begin a topic with students directly expenencing some 

aspect of it in a way that is meaningfùl in their lives" (Egan 1986: 105). He viewed cumcula 

as needing to accommodate the child rather than the child needing to accommodate the 

curriuclurn. Egan categorizes this view of educating the child as progressivim and correlates 

Dewey's to Piaget's work. 

Postman in reference to the work of William James wites: "There is nothing more 

human than the stones of our errors" (Postman 1995: 124). Piaget and Dewey observed the 

errors children made in their educational practices as their focus of study (Egan 1990: 105). 

These thinkers rernind contemporary, technologically focused educators of the importance 

of remembering that children are humans and humans rnake mistakes. Recognition of the 

essential humanity of children in cumculum is an act of retum to the collective cultural 



essential hurnanity of children in curricuium is an act of retum to the collective cultural 

authority present in the Abri@ oral narrative tradition (Morrow in Morrow and Schneider 

1995:32-33). 

With Morrow and Schneider (1995: 1-7), we cm expenence how wordr retum, and 

also how the contemporary aoryteiling event space rehdles traditional oral narrative in 

relation to a place investigation. The storytelling event is a site of cultural agency. The 

Yukon's oral narrative tradition provides a mode1 of social interaction where another kind of 

speech and awther kind of language are engaged. Toronto storyteller Dan Yashinsky writes 

of the trickaer Crow and Raven cycles of the Yukon in response to students' questions of 

ethnological translation of oral namitive across cultures (Tales for an Unkraaw?~ City. 1990; 

"A Long Tale About Crow," 1994). 

Yashinsky observes the ambiguity of human behaviour in his response, recollecting 

Crods actions as a trickster creator, showing this authority figure to have human attributes: 

he tricks and makes mistakes (1994: 2). Essentidy Yashinsky iliustrates how this "Godtt 

figure in the Yukon's oral tradition is as equally faulted as hurnanity. Crow teaches Dan 

Yashinsky something. Rationalishg the assimilation of the Crow cycle into his own oral 

tradition, Yashinsky ilhistrates the on-going evolution of language and speech through an oral 

tradition and how the contemporary storyielling event is a site of hybridity, dialogue and 

fiision of culture. 

Nora and Richard Dauenhauer comment, "aii people have a system of some kind. To 

readers of ali cultures living in an age of fiagrnentation, these stories offer examples of how 



such conmxting systems operate" (1988: x). in oral education, the language we use to 

communicate with is the valuable, foundational tool with which to commence educating 

children (Howarth, 1 997): 

. . . for the 'dynaniic of mystsies of language', as Wilson Hams puts it, 
becomes a groping step into the reality of place, not simply reflecting 
or representing it, but in some mysterious sense intirnately involved in 
the process of its creation, of its 'coming of being' (Ashcrofi 
1995392). 

It is in the immediacy of "the moment" when the collaboration of an oral discourse (speech 

and language) is evident. "The @ of language is perpetuated through sharing and use" 

(Morrow and Schneider 1995:l). Oral narrative provides an agency and discourse to 

introduce ways of addressing cultural diversity in the prirnary classroom cumculum. 

Egan outhes the mediation process offered by storytelling: "the educational purpose 

of this [storytelling] unit is to show that holding different value priorities leads to different 

social structures" (1986: 75). Kulchyski describes Dorninic LaCapra's notion of working 

throirgh, which is sirnilar to Egan's mediation process. The concept of working through 

invoives "repetition, though in a manner which offers 'a rneasure of cnticai purchase on 

problems and responsible control in action which would permit desirable change'" (LaCapra 

1994: 209 in Kulchyski 19965). Kulchyski discusses this critical concept in relation to the 

reconsideration of traditional oral namative, drawing a storytelling discourse into the academic 

and critical realm. He asks, ". .. [what] is the place of storytelling itself, of narrative, in the 

process of working through?" (Kulchyski 1 996: 34). 

The classroom becomes a field for play where identity and culture interact and 



communication in the classroom culture specifies its community of listeners and tellers. With 

a plurality of different voices present, storytehg builds commUIljty in the classroom. The 

members of a classroom comunity develop an attachment and sense of bdonging to the 

classroom cuiture and to the identity they have created by workng thrmgh their cultural 

dserence. 

Teaching children to be open to cultural diversity requires the development and use 

of the imagination. The classroom is a perfect place to begin this: 

. . . u&e other media . . . which celebrate individuai response 
and are experhced in private, the classroom is intended to 
tame the ego, to connect the individual with others, to 
demonstrate the value and necessity of group cohesion 
(Postman 1995: 45) 

Storytehg in such a classroom teaches and generates rneaning through the very conditions 

of oral narrative. The contemporary storytelling event offers a venue for communicating and 

understanding the dialogue between listener and teller, self and other. Perceptions and 

relationships are established in and through the storytelling practice and, when repeated, the 

event begins to build a patterned cultural mernory responsive of place. In tum the comunity 

of listeners' sense of place is held together by their shared threads of an oral narrative 

tradition. 

in the shared eXpenence of the cuntemporary storytelîing event space the imagination 

is actively engaged and developed through the repetition of oral narratives. It is a skill to 

listen and by listening to show respect. Wendel1 Berry writes: "Respect, 1 think, always 



implies imagination - the abhty to see one amther, acrou our inewitable ciifferences, as living 

souls" (Berry 1993: 173). Respect demands an awareness and sensitivity that can oniy be 

cdtivated over t he .  Aboriginal traditional oral narrative stresses respect as one of its most 

fundamental beliefs. This respect is enacted in the contemporary storytehg event space. 

The successful use of oral narrative in addressing cultural diversity in the 

contemporary cfassroom is documented in the project, "Farnily Portraits" (Con1eIZ Chrorticle 

1992: 1-7). This storytelling curriculum mode1 project was initiated by the Family Life 

Development Center at ComeU University der a decade of varied storytelling projects in the 

New York region. It stresses the idea of family and increased intergenerational, parental and 

community involvement in the schools (Comell Chronicle 1 992:2).26 This project was 

26 We have corne to experience the dissolution of the family and private institution that has 
been the focus and foundation of Our civil society in North America. Our educational 
classrooms represent the place and expectations the home and farnily used to represent: 
structure, support and stability. Children spend more conscious time at school with their 
teachers and classrnates in a week than with their own family. John Gatto reasons the need 
to cal1 to order a new detinition of what f d i l y  means in the late twentieth century (1992: 74). 
The private place of home and f d y  and pubiic place of cornmunity and school dissolve hto 
one another. Both teachers involved in the storytelling project stated that they view the 
educational classroom and school as everything: "It's life in a little microcosm. With some 
[children] 1 know that's the structure in their lives. They get it at school. They don't get it 
elsewhere. 1 don? even know if they have someone who realiy cares about what they're 
doing. 1 have kids whose parents can't spend ten minutes a night to listen to them and read 
a little story. That says something" (Miilar, Appendk One). Fem Johnstone further 
comments in reference to a definition of farnily, from her own Yukon Fust Nations 
perspective, confirms the hybrid reality of the Whitehorse community:"To First Nations 
children this means extended family, to others (nonoNative) this means a single mom or dad. 
Society's vision of family has changed. School is providing everything. It meets whatever 
needs which are not met anywhere else. It is their f d y ,  it is their structure" (Johnstone, 
Appendix One). Fem's opinion reinforces the transfèr of responsibiiity already taken on by the 
teacher and school; not yet M y  recognized by larger society. 



developed in order to bring personal Me stories and cultural or ethnic oral narratives of the 

larger community into the school and classroom (CorneII Chronicle 19%: 3). Rosaleen 

Mazur, a key organizer, explains the project's a h  in this way: "to lessen [the] isolation" 

between the cornmunity and the school (1992:3). This project focuses therefore on 

collaboration between its cornmunities of listeners. 

Family portraits concentfafes on dweloping and teaching children and adults how to 

listai to one another. As Mazur contends, "if chiidren feel safe and nurtured, and if they feel 

they are entire individuals rather than simply students, they become interesteci in leanllng" 

(CornII ChpmUcle 1992:4). The project's success is astounding. It has led to the development 

of a Storytelling Research Center and training for schools in other communities in 

storyteiiing-related curriculum. In such a place as New York City the hybridity of culture is 

phenomenal, a living exarnple of Bakhtinian polyglossia. This project successfÙlly recounts 

the eagemess and curiousity of children and their schooi's cornmunity to l e m  more of other 

ethnicities, cultural concems and dilemmas that arise out of (cultural) confrontation through 

an oral narrative discourse. 

A more localized Canadian site of the cultural work thrm~gh oral narrative is found 

in Toronto where Yashinsky's role as a storyieller has become pan of a growing oral 

tradition. Yashinsky is one of the founders of the Toronto Storytelîing School and the 1001 

Nights of Storytelling. His work with the Metropolitan public school system today awakens 

educators' awareness to the educational value of oral narrative. He has designed a program 

he calls a "telling bee," playing on the traditional notion and educational value of a spelling 



bee (Yashinsky, 1996). In this program, he teaches children the value of t e h g  their own 

ethnic aones and aids classroom communibes in documentating their oral narratives. 

Yashinsky reflects in relation to children expressing an understanding of their ethnicities 

through oral narrative: "Children want to be close, within proximity" (Yashinsky, 1996). 

Yashinsky works as a translater. He begins by telling stories of his own ethnicity, 

familial and personal. He then draws the children into the excitment of telling their own 

stories. "Telling bees" aihninate with Yashuisky helping the children to record and document 

their narratives and create their own book and anthology of their oral Literature. 

David Sobel, educator and author of Chikaen's S'cial Places (1993), writes of the 

importance of keeping chüdren's education in the primary years grounded in what they know. 

In contrast, teachg a cuniculum of dissociation redts in children who are "ecophobic" with 

the "féar ofjust being outside" (Sobel 1995: 12). Children need to become cornfortable with 

what surrounds them so that they remain open-minded when confionted with the inevitable 

fiagmentary reaiities of globalization. Wendel1 Berry is similady cntical of the universalist 

focus in contemporary education: 

The school system takes our young people, prepares them for 
the world of tomorrow, which it does not expect to take place 
in any rural area, and gives back expert (that is, extrernely 
generalized) ideas (in Wiîlers 199 1 : 1 53). 

He considers the way technology renegotiates Our perceptions of place and cornrnunity into 

the global context. Accordingiy, he suggests we place Our energies, "on how to care for each 

of the planet's millions of human and natural neighborhoods" (Berry in Wüiers 1991 : 153). 



This localized wncern can be initiated by listening to and telliag the stones of our own 

communities, as evident with the Cornell project and Yashinsky's work in Toronto. 

Conîemporary schools ernbnice new technological-based learning, inviting educators 

to reapproach their whole relationship with children and their role as educator~.~' The 

teacher's voice communicates an authority within the classroom and expresses "boundaries" 

for children. Yet our technological narratives aHow children to cross their educators' 

authority "on-h." Access to information destroys the teacher's voice and their consmicted 

sense of authority widiin the classoom. Whatever they say, their speech is meaningless within 

the global context. 

This emphasis on new information technologies is rnirrored in the classroom 

cmiculum, leaving littie to no space for rdection, while working against the leaning of what 

are called social values. In relation to real community, the technological, cyber community 

dishevels the places where we live and the social aspects of community that are a fundamental 

part of the experience ofschwl and the classroom (Postman 1995: 46). Television technology 

presents namitives in the ever-present moment (Gatto 1 992: 27). Consequently, children's 

imagination is not brought into being for imagination is developed in due course of having had 

time to reflect. 

The development of cntical thought accompanies the development of the imagination. 

Childm nurhued on television absorb too many possib'ities, resulting in what Barry Duncan, 

27 "In our time, the argument has shifted fiom the effects of machinery to the effects of 
electronic impulses. Because the argument is relatively new, some of the questions are not 
yet weU formulated" (Postman 1995: 140). 



founder of the Association for Media Literacy and author of M u s  Media md PopuIm 

Cuhve (1988), observes as the condition that "only certain stories can be told" to children 

(Duncan in Hume 1997:J2, italics mine). From this observation, I conclude that this state of 

limitation will increase as technology and v h a l  realities evolve. Children of the first 

infiormation generation will be less able to distinguish b e e n  the reai and the imagined. They 

will corne to interpret television stories as unimaginativeS. as fantasy: 

We have l i iated fantasy but kilied imagination, and so sealed 
ourselves in selfïshness and loneliness. Fantasy is of the 
solitary self, and it cannot lead us away fiom ourselves. It is 
by imagination that we cross over the differences between 
ourselves and other beings and thus l e m  compassion (Berry 
1993: 143).*' 

The technological educational eXpenence redefines chiidren's relationship with self that in tum 

renegotiates theh relationship with their commu~ty, and an integrated experience of place. 

There is a gap between fundamental understandings of reality, tirne and space when children 

exist in "Wtual reality" and "cyber space," sirnilar to the "gap" Cruikshank described of 

southem researchers in the Northem laboratory. The formative understanding of a 

"relationship" takes on new meaning in the technological context. There need not be a 

"relation" between two subjects. In cyber space: you can "click" on your mouse or flip fiom 

one world to another with the aid of your rernotesontrol device. This understanding of 

relationship is removed from the context of an exchange across boundaries into the 

28 By famasy, 1 mean an individually constnicted world of power and authority with the self 
at the center, like the video arcade context of game-boy or virtual reality games. 



"d i s t and  manipulation of entities constructeci by technology. The word "rekti~n" literally 

means "the act of telling" or "to narrate" (Webster l963:546). We can say, then, that in the 

fiagmentariness of the global educational context and c h t e ,  there is a reality without a 

In order to appreciate the contibution that oral literatures 
make to leaming, one has to think differently about what is 
substantial. One has to think differently about educational 
outcornes - to look beyond the 'Ms '  and operations so typical 
of curricula to a consideration of the character of hwnan 
memory - to the emergence of models in lemer memory as 
the fiindamental produa of leaming. Leaming "story" and 
leaming "to story" involves leamhg a way of thinking, a way 
of organizing events and information, a way of knowing. An 
oral literature represents a cosmology, something which 
cannot be taught as a collection of "facts," but as something 
that can be "known" through inductive experience with a body 
of stories (Reitz 1988: 164). 

Sandra Reitz suggests remmidering a Werent model of education founded on traditionai oral 

narrative. The segregating and uniformly pr ivamg process of educational technology, 

especially the cornputer and television as a regular part of the cumculum and classroom 

experience, acts as a deterrent to the development of an oral narrative tradition in primary 

education. Technological mediated leamhg impedes the growth of human mernos: 

imagination and leaming through expenence. The previous development of the human 

mernory is renegotiated through the technological meta-narrative becoming now like a skill 

we need to educate children how to use again. Reitz's h m m  memory model of leaming 

based on an oral literature has greater urgency in relation to technology's restructuring of 

hurnan memory. 1s it possible to (re)awaken oral memory in children if educators structure 



leanriog wittiin a Werent fhmework? An oral education mode1 requires the children's active 

participation in their cunicdum's construction. 



Whztehotse in Winter 

The unexpected cold siap of minus forty temperatures causes day-to-day activities to ahost 

corne to a stop. The flap of a raven's wing in the cold stillness. The ice fog forming on the 

Yukon River d e s  over t o m  iike a thick heavy srnoice. Stopping to watch the length of your 

shadow as the Sun sets in the early aftemoon, before darkness retums. Weather talk truly 

reflecting people and their d e r  attitude. Cars stopping for people walking across the Street. 

People take tirne, make tirne to stop. Moments such as these are valuable in creating a sense 

of a place, and the people of that place. 

The Yukon Territory fosters a distinct sense of human community. Lindsay Staples, 

a long-time Whitehorse resident, stated at an open cornmunity forum calling for more 

sustainable forestry practices that the Whitehorse community is a place where "the human 

scale stiil has value in light of globalization" (Staples, 1997). This is tme in the territorial 

capital though its human population exceeds 22,000. The sense of cornrnunity in Whitehorse 

involves human reliance on one another in a landscape that is extreme, at tirnes devastating. 

Beyond Whitehorse City Limzts 

The distinction between Whitehorse and the Temtory is marked by a boundary of the urban 

and the mral, somewhat like where a parking lot ends and a forest beguis. If you drive any 

distance beyond Whitehorse city limits you r& you are no longer in an urban place but out 



"in the bush." The wide tree-covered valleys reach up the side of mountains like a deep, 

green-black fur. The fur breaks at the tree h e .  From there the eye travels to jagged snow- 

peaked mountains intemiingled with rock, date gray, black and brown. The red and yellow 

of the willow and sun-dried grasses dong a stretch of the Alaska Highway are intensified 

against the white of wùiter snow and ice. This place has been described by many as one of the 

last "pristine wildemess" sites in Canada. 

The height and ragged-rawness of the mountains and thin wind-blown trees rerninds 

me of youth. Yet the tmth of this landscape is very old, bone-like and fiade. The need for 

carefùl aewardship of this environment is extraordinarily obvious to a southemer who grew 

up in a highly urbanized landscape where connection to the naîural environment was not 

always at the end of the parking lot. 

The Whltehorse First Nations Community 

To initiate the collaboration of a "method of place," 1 consdted with members of the 

Whitehorse Fira Nations Community in the deveiopment and execution of the storytelling 

project. Sharon Jacobs is a First Nations educational consultant for the Department of 

Education in Whitehorse. She recornrnended 1 consult with Emma Shorty and Louise Profeit- 

Leblanc. She provided documentation of the existing Yukon First Nations curriculum for the 

temtoriaî primary classroom, such as the "Yukon First Nations Cumculum Integration" 

(Yukon Ministry of Education, 1996). This document outlines the cumculum requirements 

and resources available for al1 grades (K-12). 



She explauied, fiom a Yukon First Nations perrpective, how the themes of s& f d y  

and community are the most integral to develop in the Whitehorse chiid's kindergarten-to- 

grade three primary education experience. These themes act as the foundations of the Yukon 

First Nations curriculum integration model. She also provided a bibliography of Abonginai 

stories and of recorded Yukon traditional oral m a t i v e s  used in primary cumculurn that 

specifically address these themes. 

Emma Show is an Elder and Community Liaison Education Coordinator for Elijah 

Smith Public School in Whitehorse. Her role is to provide on going facilitation between the 

school community and Kwanlin Dun First Nation. She strongly recomrnended the collected 

stories of Angela Sidney. She advised: "Read them just as they are, read them, then tell them" 

(Shorty, 19%). Morrow and Schneider stress this question of fidelity with regard to retelling 

Alaskan and Yukon traditional oral rmtives, l'. . . only if oral traditions are told faithfully and 

respectfully will they be preserved for funire generations" (1995: 1). Emma's advice was 

simple, stressing the importance of retelling traditional oral narratives "properly," as cultural 

anthropolgists have done in their interpretive strategies in the North of Canada. 

Louise Profeit-Leblanc is a storyteller of Northem Tutchone descent. She works as 

the Native Hentage Advisor for the Heritage Branch of the Yukon Temtonal Governrnent 

in Whitehorse. She assisted d u ~ g  the project, showing how oral narrative (traditional and 

contemporary) should be introduced, related and taught to Whitehorse primary-school aged 

children, refiecting on her perspective of place and knowledge of what she tenns "Yukon 



Mythology" (Profeit-Leblanc, 1996)? She told most of the traditional oral narratives during 

the first phase of the project, allowing myseif time to observe the children in their initial 

encwnier with the material in the nanative space created in their classroom. These particular 

"moments" provided the classroom teachers to equally act as listeners and leamers. The 

educators' role as a listener involved the children in the collaborative, communal authority of 

the storytelhg event. 

Two Whitehorse Primary CIàssroorns 

The project took place in two specific Whitehorse primary classrooms: Fem Johnstone's 

Whitehorse Elementary Public School classroom and Kathryn MiUar's Elijah Smith Public 

School c la~sroorn .~~ Fem Johnstone, a Yukon First Nations teacher, was one of the first 

graduates of the Yukon Teachers Native Education Program offered at the Ayamdigut 

campus of Yukon CoUege." During an i n t e ~ e w ,  she explained her reasons for agreeing to 

the project: 

29 Louise defined "Yukon Mythology" during a lecture reflecting on her experience with 
Elders fiom various regions of the Temtory and their (Yukon) traditional oral narratives. 

30 Both primary classrooms were grade-two classroorns. 

3 1 Anne Tayler, professor of Native Literature at Yukon College and one of the CO-founders 
of the Yukon International Storytelling Festival, observes: "In 1988, she [Angela Sidney] 
named the Whitehorse campus of Yukon CoUege, giving it the name Aymdiigut, believuig 
that the College at last offered Yukon Native youth an opportunity to gain an education in 
their own TemtoryW(1 994:7). 



I agreed to this project because of a belief 1 have in 
storytehg with respect to identity and identdjing with it. 1 
have an interest in First Nations methods of teaching and 
leamhg (Johnstone, AppendDt One). 

Her practicum as a student teacher was with Kathryn Miliar. This pnor worbg relationship 

assisted in a greater cohesion between the two separate classrooms while the project was 

conducted. 

Kathryn Millar has been a primary school teacher for the last twenty-five years. She 

has lived and worked in remote communities in both the North West and Yukon Temtories. 

Her interest in education spans the areas of special needs and Aboriginal curriculum 

development. She, like Fem, identifies with the need especiaily in a hybrid comrnunity like 

Whitehorse: 

. .. [to] validate Native culture and the identity and heritage of 
Native students. The non-Native students need to know that 
First Nations hiaory and culture is part of Canada's history. 1 
think both cultures have something to 1ea.m fiom the other 
(Millar, Ap pendix One). 

Miliar acknowledges the cultural hybridity of her classroom, stressing the need to renegotiate 

and work through the Atmripinai cultural and historical narratives in the Whitehorse prirnary 

curriculum. 

In both classrooms of approximately twenty students, half the children in each 

classroom were of Yukon First Nations descent. The other fifty percent of students were of 

varied ethnic hentage, mostly caucasian, bom in Canada and speakllig English as their first 



language. The ethnographie representabon of the two classrooms reflects the ethnography of 

the Territory. The priority both these educaiors give to Yukon First Nations content conhns 

the hybrid reality of Whitehorse and the need to properly iden* and address the issue of 

double-voicedness in the local child's foundational expenence. 

Elijah Smith Public School is a recently buiit school near the village of the Kwanlin 

Dan First Nation (People ofthe Rapids in Southem Tutchone). This First Nation acts as the 

"urnbreilal' band representing fourteen Yukon First Nations cultural groups who traditionally 

hunted, subsisteâ, and seasoneUy inhabiteci regions of the Yukon River basin which today are 

part of the contemporaiy Whitehorse community. The school is named after Elijah Smith, an 

influential Native leader whose life-work symboliies leadership and self-determination for 

Yukon First Nations youth today.)* 

The school's mission statement is to provide an educationai experience that is cross- 

cultural built on "a mode1 of culture, cooperation and education through a tme partnership 

of students, staff, parents and comrnunity" (Elijah Smith Public School, 1996). It is the most 

progressively hybrid conscious temtorial primary school in Whitehorse today. The school 

places great effort in developing a community school atmosphere in association with the 

Kwadin Dan First Nation and Whitehorse First Nations Community. 

Whitehorse Elementary Public School opened in 1953 and is one of the oldest and 

32 Elijah Smith was elected as the first Chief of the Yukon Native Brotherhood (today the 
Councii for Yukon Indians) and was responsible for bringing Together TToday for Our 
Childreri Tomorruw to the Canadian Govemment, Canada's &a extensive land claim 
in 1973 (Coates 1991: 23 1). 



largest tenitorial primary xhwls in Whitehorse. It is one of two schools that offers a French 

UnmerSion program. In my experience, Wliitehorse Elementary has an atmosphere similar to 

that of a public school in a large southem urban centre like Vancouver or Toronto. 

The strength of community in Whitehorse was stmngly refiected in the two case-study 

classooms. Fan  and Kathryn had worked together in the past and knew one other socially. 

Many of the children in the two classrooms also knew one another sociaily, fiom religious, 

familial, neighbourhood, or recreational afiiliation." 

Third Degree of Orafity 

Walter Ong identifies degrees of oraiity (1982: 11). The primary degree of orality, by his 

definition, belongs to a group who live in a purely oral aihure. He defines a secondary degree 

of oraiity as those belonging to: 

. . . present-&y high-technology culture, in which a new orality 
is sustained by telephone, radio, television, and other 
electronic devices that depend for their existence and 
functioning on writing and print (1 982: 1 1). 

Accordingly, the two Whitehorse primary classroorns involved in the project belong to a 

hybndisation grouping of those belonging to the second and third degree of orality." 

33 Only children of Yukon First Nations descent were related. 

34 1, following Ong, define a third degree of orality as those who are highly technological, 
descRbable as pst-literate. Their reliance on literary skill dwindles as their culture advances 
toward technology and electronically mediated modes of communication consisting of 
cornputer-generated imagery and icons, as Rowan contends (1997 :A1 6). 



A Storytellzng C~rn~cuIum MdeI Project for the Whitehorse Primmy CI4smoom 

The stoiytelling project aspired to ilfwninate an understanding of the hybrid reality of the 

Whitehorse pri- classroom through the situated practice of oral narrative (traditional and 

contemporary). To this end, the project was divided into three, four-week phases: place, 

cornmunity and the personal. The first phase introduced the chüdren to the idea of the project 

and developed an understanding of place in relation to  the Aboriginal bistoncal perspective 

of the Yukon Tenitory. The second phase, community, refiected the cultural diversity of the 

contemporary Wfatehorse cornmunity as  shown in the classroom comunity and curriculum. 

The discourse and dialogue of the storytelling event space illustrated a method for working 

through cultural difference by developing a hybrid, double-voiced community identity. The 

third and final phase of the project, the personal, emphasised the classroom community and 

the experience of exchange during the activity of listening and t e lhg  stones of personal 

experience. 

Piace 

The first phase of the project introduced a storyteliing discourse as a subject like "math" to 

the children. This context suggested that storytelling has a place in the educational 

curriculum. We (the educators in the context of the project, the Whitehorse storytellers, 

classroom teachers and myself) discussed with the children how Aboriginal people in Canada 



an4 spenfically in the Yukon Territory, "traditionally* used oral narrative or spoken aories 

to educate children Storytelling was their equivalent of "school. " 

During the first phase of the project the chiidren were assigned the task of "listening 

carefully. "" They were encouraged to retell the stones again to someone, their family or 

fiiends, and then the following week reteil them back to their classroorn commwity. The 

affective grasp of an oral tradition is achieved through repetition and is measurable by 

mernory, by what a listener remembers. The objective of the fmt phase of the project was 

to develop an affective grasp of an oral narrative sub-tradition and to cultivate an oral 

memory . 

The oral narratives chosen for the first "place" phase of the project reflected the 

traditional oral history of the Whitehorse First Nations community (Kwanlin Dun First 

Nation). The narratives of the Whitehorse First Nations comrnunity are predomùiantly 

Southem Tutchone but historicaily and culturdy reflective of the larger ethnography of the 

Yukon First Nations. The contemporary Whitehorse First Nations comrnunity is a fusion of 

Yukon First Nations cultures as many who are members of the Whitehorse community also 

maintain strong filiation to their comrnunity of origin, other than Whitehorse and the 

Kwanlin Dun First Nation. The sense of "belonging" to more than one community makes it 

35 Tom Heidlebaugh is an Amercian Aboriginal storytelier and educator who uses oral 
narrative in cumculum today in the state of Washington. He reflects on the traditional 
practice of "listening carefdiy" during the storytelling event: "TraditionaUy, Native Arnerican 
children were asked to respond ... to show their alertness. Then they were expected to 
practice telling on their own, so they could better heu the next time the words were told" 
(1992:4). 



difficult to clearly define the "mythoIogies" of the Whitehorse First Nations community." The 

hybridity witlEn the Yukon F i  Nations cornmunities presents a difficulty in clear definition. 

This ditnculty is also manifestecl in the ethnographie representation of the Fust Nations 

children in the two case-study classrooms." 

Re felling Yukon Tradiitional Oral Nmative: Louise's Seme of Place 

T h e  are many fàctors at play in the narrative ment space of a storyteiiing-based curriculum. 

The storytelier's place in the Whitehorse primary classroom is weighted with a social 

responsibility of guiding how children perceive "other" (Cook, 1997, Heidlebaugh, 1999." 

For example, retelling Yukon traditional oral narrative should end in an "Athabaskan Full 

Stop," leaving the narrative open to the listener's interpretion." Louise Profeit-Leblanc 

36 A similar ditnculty as discussed in reference to defining Yukon First Nations. 

37 The forty Yukon First Nations children involved in the project had ancestral ties to the 
Yukon First Nations' cornmunities of Teslin (Teslin First Nations), A t h  (Th-Tlingit), 
Carcross, Tagish ( Sout hem Tutchone, Tagish ), Carrnacks, Mayo (Northem Tutchone, 
Selkirk First Nation), Dawson (Han), and Haines Junction (Champagne Aishihik FÛst 
Nations). 1 hoped the oral narratives of the first phase of the project to also reflect the cultural 
backgrounds of the Yukon First Nations children in the two classrooms. There is such a 
fusion of Yukon First Nations in the Temtoiy today that it was difficult to estabiish clear 
hentage boundaries since often the children did not know their or their parents communities 
of origin. In some instances these chitdren, as weil as the other students in the classroom, 
lived with foster parents. Yet when they did find out their community of ongins, they had 
little sense of comection or identification to it as it being their place of cultural history. 

38 1 define "other" here as an other experience and other culture different than that of the 
listener's. 

39 Athabaskan refers to the dominant linguistic group that inhabits the Yukon Temtory. 



articulates the meaning of an "Athabaskan Fuii Stop," as she ends retehg a Yukon 

traditional oral narrative during a lecture for the Elderhostel program of the 1996 Yukon 

International Storytelling Festival: 

That's the story ... 1 end the story in what they cal1 an 
Athapaskan FuU Stop. They [the non-Native audience] did 
not reslize the story was over. in the Enfish stones you have 
to go down [to draw a conclusion] and when we [Yukon First 
Nations] tell the story, we stay here, th& it. We keep you 
here (Profeit-Leblanc, 1996)? 

The Yukon traditional oral narrative bas a specinc meanhg and lesson for each listener to find 

within themselves. Manbers of the Whitehorse First Nations community collectively stressed 

the importance of respecting the traditionai oral narrative when retelling it. Morrow aiso 

stresses this respect in reference to beginning or opening a contemporary storytelling event: 

. . . it invokes the collective authority of many storyteUers. Part 
of what makes a taie traditional is the way it reflects a timeless 
past and many retellings, rather than any individuals 
experience or authority (1 995: 32-33). 

Louise structures her stoiytelüng event with repetition. Her storyteuing method of educating 

Whitehorse children legitimises the (oral) collective authority of the Yukon oral narrative 

tradition in the tenitonal school system today. And so, she begins in a traditionai way, 

repeating words her Elders gave to her. She reflects: 

40 Louise gestured to her heart when explainhg how a Yukon traditional oral narrative ends 
"here." "Here" refers to the emotional and personal place of a person, where definitions are 
difncult . It evokes ideas of opemess. 



When you're speaking to people you must rernember you're an 
instrument', rernember there an rnany hearts there, they are ail 
in difEerent places and you rnight be in another place. It's 
reaiiy important when you're speaking to people to bring them 
to a cornmon spirit. And the way you do that is you 
spintualise the group, so that what you have to say is heard in 
a good way. And what the people have to hear they hear, and 
they go away with a good feeling (Profeit-Leblanc 1990: 1 1 1 
and Rofeit-Leblanc, 1996, italics mine). 

Her remarks illustrate the integrated and complex understanding of place conveyed during 

the storytehg went, inckiding the spiritual and emotional dimension. She explains the sense 

of "belonging" that is ailtivated in the contemporary storytehg event space, descnbing it as 

"that place in your hem." The contemporary Whrtehorse storytelier should simultaneously 

have an awareness of his or her place and the place of their listenen as the event unfolds. 

Louise's view of place and opening an event resolved my concem with my own 

identity and culture during the project. Her sense of place and approach to reteliing Yukon 

traditional oral narrative, iike Emma's advice, stresses the telling of oral narrative "in a good 

mariner," with respect as the rnost important issue to consider. Her explanation grounded in 

place contedualid my position during the project and the retelling of traditional S~O&S fiom 

another culture. This awareness of place - geographical, histoncal, personal, physical and 

spiritual - that cornes with the eXpenence oforal narrative (traditional and contemporary) cm 

enrich the Whitehorse pnmary cumculum. 



Community 

The second phase of the project focused on the development of a hybnd, double-voiced 

comrnwllty identity within the context of the Whitehorse classoom comunity . The objective 

of the second phase of the project was to develop a hybrid consciousness reflective of the 

cultural diversity of the contemporary Whitehorse community. This was accomplished 

through the t e h g  of contemporary Whitehorse oral narratives. 1 was hopefùl during the 

second phase that a new sense of comrnunity identity rooted in a contemporary and localised 

oral tradition would evolve. 

Many Whitehone storytellers were introduced to the classroom cornmunities during 

the second phase of the project. They told oral narratives involving aspects of their persona1 

and cultural experiences in the Whitehorse cornmunity. Each cornmunity teller had varied 

ways of teliing but their narratives collectively articulated a double-voicedness reflecting the 

hybridity of the contemporary Whitehorse comrnunity. 

Sioryelling Relatiorrshrps: A Shrfr in My Position 

Technology permeates the social fabric of a localised comrnunity and the perceptions of 

cornmunity identity in the classroom. It educates children to the "boundless" nature of the 

cyber-community, defeating their capacity as social iisteners, making them what Joe Sheridan 

has descnbed as "global village idiots" (1996: 11). Within the context of a technological 

cornmunity one no longer needs to engage in direct human communication. The primary- 

schwl aged cMd educated in such w abstract technological space and sense of time becomes 



preoccupied with living in the here and now, whereas the conternporary oral narratives of 

their local community create an intriate, hybrid and double-voiced, web of understanding. 

This tec hnological context precludes the forgethhess of the time continuum (the past 

reflective of the present and essential to the comprehension of the fuhire) as children 

experience reality as an ever-present moment (Gatto l992:27). 

Postman articulates how leanring foundational knowledge and the concept of a 

relationship is foaered through tirne. He writes, "we help students to see that knowledge is 

a stage in human development, with a past and a fùture" (Postman 1995: 125). Different fiom 

the intemet and television, an oral narrative tradition aeates an educational space for children 

in the real present where they are asked to participate in direct human communication. 

During the storytelling event space they create relationships with one another as teiiers and 

listeners. The experience of a "moment" is committed to memory and reflected on. An oral 

narrative tradition is given a new and relevant "home" within the Whitehorse primary 

classrwm as the event is respecteci by its community of Listeners as a habitua1 part and subject 

in their curriculum." 

As the second phase of the project commenced, 1 noted a shrfl in my position and in 

the nature of my relationships 1 s h e d  with the two classroom comrnunities. 1 was now an 

active member of the classroom cornrnUNties included in the exchange and s h a ~ g  of day-to- 

41 Sean Kane reflects in Wisdom of the MytheIIers, on "... the storyteiling act that is the 
seed-bed for new stories"(1994:200). 



day oral narratives." This less f o n d  storytelhg discourse and exchange represented the 

establishment of an embodied relationship reflective of my ethnomethodology of place and 

the activity of being a member of a cornmunity (Said 1978: 10). It also signified a Merent 

sense of tirne established in the storytelling event space, a tirne for exchange and Listening. 

We, the two classroom commUNties, were coUectively identifying and building the 

foundations of a hybrid cornmunity identity within the Whitehorse prirnary curriculum. 

The Persortd 

The third phase of the project, the personal, focused on the two Whitehorse primary 

classroom communities' oral narratives. During the personal phase the children were asked 

to become the storyteliers. They were encouraged to develop and share their personal oral 

narratives. This transfef to the role of teiler ailowed the chiidrens' voice to be enacted within 

the actual curriculum. The objective of the third phase was to cultivate the childrens' hybrid 

consciousness and to have them recognise their personal oral narrative as an integral and 

valued part of their primary educationai experience. 

42 Kane notes in relation to &y-to-&y oral nanative: " . . . one can appreciate some of its [the 
storytehg acts] railience by studying the oral traditions of popular culture, and schoolyard" 
(1 994: 186). 



Bringing Meaning: me Personal E x c h g e  

The personal oral narrative is a "crucial l e d g  resource" (Plumwood in Jickling l99S:S 1). 

Its inclusion in the Whitehorse primary classroom curriculum represents a shrft in Yukon 

primary c ~ c u l u m  development. As the classroom community came to utilise the 

contemporary aoryteüing event space in its curriculum, it represented a site of exchange 

through an oral narrative discourse and renegotiation of the authority of the classroom. 

Postman stresses that we are the "word weavers," îhat we create our own educational realities 

(1995:87). An oral narrative discoune restructures our perceptions of cumculum and 

authority in the ciassroom, and "moves away fiom questions about social structure and social 

behaviour and toward questions of symbols and meaning" (Cruikshank in Dyck 1993 : 137). 

Personal oral narrative provided the opportunity for a hybnd, double-voiced exchange 

in that "moment" and space created in the Whitehorse classroom. The cultivation of hybnd 

consciousness involves recognition and understanding of the complicated patterning and 

learning present during the contemporary storytelling event . First , it involves recognition of 

the exchange and dialogue through a storytelling as a mediation discourse of authority and 

culture. Secondly, then it involves "leamhg to pay attention to participate deeply on a 

continuous level of personal awareness " (Heidlebaugh, 1995, italics mine). The personal 

phase's objective was to encourage the children as tellers and to attempt to create and 

generate an integrated awareness of self and other in taking on the role of telier. This, as 

Postman says, "may be the greatest aory untold. In school" (1995:87). 

The experience of relating persona1 oral narrative brings to chiidren a mie 



understanding of what it means to create a "cultural cosmology " (Reitz 1 988: 1 83-4). The 

chiidren's personal oral narratives were accented by their identities and cultures. The personal 

oral narrative once uttered, b ~ g s  a new understanding of each participating, "other" showing 

how the personal life story is an embodied expression of self. The storyteliing project creates 

a new and contemporaq oral narrative tradition teaching the ski11 of how to imagine other 

worlds. The experience of relating personal oral narrative d u ~ g  a "storytelling festival," 

which marked the end of the storyteiiiig project, offered a the and space for the chiidren to 

voice their own sense of hybrid consciousness. 



Chqpter Five: Amiysis and Rejectio~ts of a Stotyteliing Curn'mItm Model Project 

A mytholo&y, t h f o r e ,  is the guidmg force 
behindeach mhre. It is the  anti tic core of 
its l i f .  Societies liRe those of the twentieth 
century lack the cohesion and fulfment of 
earlier tzmes . . . (Zhxdnirsl I9W: 13). 

Place: Kwaday D m  Kenji 

The dominaw society, still fimiy in conrrol of the pditical 
and hinistrative appaatus, the e&caîion systern, and the 
economy, hm yet tu reach a consenam on h e  value of 
sharing power with the Yukon Indian population (Coates 
1991: 248'). 

Retelling Yukon traditional oral narrative sets the tone for a leaming mode1 reflective of 

place. To generate an affective grasp of the educatiod value of Yukon traditionai oral 

namative with the children during the fkst phase of the project we took them out into the very 

environment the retellings portrayed. Accordingiy, the two classrooms went on a day trip to 

a place calleci Kwaday Dan Kenji (Long Ago People's Place in Southen Tutchone) at the end 

of the fit place phase of the project. Kwaday Dan Kenji is located two kilometres south of 

Champagne off the Old Alaska Highway (Km 1565.5). As we drove beyond Whitehorse city 

limits in late October the weather changed. The Coastal Mountains that run parallel to the oid 

Alaska Highway were covered in snow. 

Meta Gage, Harold Johnson and th& W y  bave been living and working at Kwaday 

Dan Kenji creating an experience of how people lived long ago, ". . . prior to the amval of 

European infiuences, More explorers, fur traders, missionaries, and the gold rush" ("Yukon 



Anniversaries Commission Newsletter, " 1 996). Harold Johnson describes the traditional 

camp: 

Wah the help of Elders and relatives the f a d y  bas worked to 
create a traditional camp s&g fiom thousands of years ago, 
prior to nonoNative contact. The camp is designed to share 
with guests a s m d  portion of the nch history and culture of 
the First Nations people of the Yukon. The camp was 
recreated to go back in tirne and represent a traditional 
summer and winter shelter used by First Nations people while 
hunting and gathering. Southern Tutchone people were 
nomadic and moved with the seasons and animal patterns. 
Camps were established for fishing, hunting, trapping and f d  
berry gathering. The harshness of the Yukon mandated the 
sWMVal skills needed by the first peoples to swive  the harsh 
and unkind wimers. Native people learned to use the @s 
given by the Earth for shelter, clothing and food 
(YACN, 1996). 

When 1 intially met with Harold and Meta to discuss the day trip with the children involved 

in the project, it became evident all students of the Whitehorse temtonal school system would 

benefit f?om the experience of Kwaday Dan Kenji. The experience of this traditional camp is 

vital to understanding an "othert' hifioncal perspective of the Temtory when the Yukon oral 

tradition thrived as an essential method for educating. lne Long Ago People's Place provides 

a context of that panicular way of life. Kwaday Dan Kenji is located where the Coastal 

Mountains meet the Saint Elias range, and sits at the entrance of the world heritage Kluane 

National Park. Meta refiected on the camp's geography, describing it as "a place of activity" 

(Gage, 1 996). Sixty mile meadows (mile sixty, Old Alaska Highway) is a place where the 

trails and pathways ofrabbit, caribou and mwse converge. It was traditionally and histoncally 

known as the "meeting place," a place where people gathered and exchanged in times of need 



(for example during times of low food supply). Today, it is a site of negotiation between 

Aboriguial and non-Native world-views and, of the histoncal renegotiation of Yukon First 

Nations traditional culture and knowledge. 

Children rsised in the contemporary Whitehorse urban community are presented with 

a tangible encounter with the way of life that Aboriginal people of the Yukon, southeast 

Aiaska and northwest British Columbia endured for centuries. Their way of life was radically 

aitered by the "second rush," the construction of the Alaska Highway in 1942-43 (Cruikshank 

1990: 1 1 ) .  Mrs. Sidney describes the second wave or rush: 

After the Aiaska Highway came, everything stopped - kids go 
to school ... they dont talk Indian anymore .. . Everyone 
bought cars after the highway came (Sidney in Cruikshank 
1990: 135). 

Kwaday Dan Kenji also provides the Whitehorse student with a context for understanding the 

hybnd reality that people of Yukon First Nations descent have historically experienced. 

me Cold 

Meta's greatest concem with the day trip involved the cold and its consequences. From her 

perspective, Whitehorse is a very different place from the Long Ago People's Place. She 

repeated more than once, "1 know what it means to be cold" (Gage, 1996). The children on 

the day trip were physically removed from their urban educational M e  of reference. Many 

were dresseci improperly for a &y in the bush, w d g  city meet shoes, suggesting the reality 

of the Yukon vuinter is not fully redised inside the boundaries of the Whitehorse cornmunity 

and primary classroom. 



Seeing the children with wet, cold f~ sitthg by the stove reminded Meta of the cold 

she knew growing up in the bush, where people spend much of their time and energy just 

trying to stay warm. Children who live in a place where it is d e r  most of the year should 

be educated with the skiils to suNive in a cold reality. This knowledge is remembered in the 

traditional stories. Meta and Harold both felt that aside 60m the cold factor the day trip was 

very successful. They explained, "When children are cold, they are uncornfortable and you 

cannot expect them to l em things in a new waytt (Gage and Johnson, 1996). We initially 

discussed the possiiility of Meta and Harold coming into the classroom at the end of the first 

phase and bringing articles fiom camp dong with a slide presentation. But the meeting place 

is an experience in itseif. The children could not have had this experience unless they crossed 

the boundary of Whitehorse into the bush and the cold. Kwaday Dan Kenji is an example of 

what Native Alaskan, Angayuqaq Oscar Kawagley describes as "clearly sh~fliirig toward an 

ernphasis on providing education in the culture, rather than education about the culturett 

(1997: 20, italics mine). His suggestion of a shifting echoes Cruikshank. 

Kathryn Millar described the shift in educational methods she observed during the day 

trip to Kwaday Dan Kenji. Her reflection atfims the childrens' affective grasp of Yukon 

traditionai oral narrative with the experience of the traditional camp. The day trip initiated 

a fùsing of traditional and contemporary educationai cultures: 



Did you know that on our field trip there was an example of 
it? These kids sort of have a foot in both cultures wukon First 
Nations and non-Native]. There was the grandmother, 
Rachel, building a dog shelter. The kids wanted to help her 
but she wouidn't let them. She said, "No, you watch while 1 
do it and you will learn how to do it." And sorne of thern 
couldn't wait tiU the end. 1 figured they thought they had it. 
They knew how to do it and being independent, 
adventuresome guys . . . [they were] a mixture of Native and 
nonoNative. They were off and they were making their 
shelter. It was great. They couldn't wait. They had to start 
(Millar, Appendix One). 

Kwaday Dan Kenji contextualised the storyteiiing event as a discursive site for crossing 

boundaries (educationai, gender and ~ultural).~ An integrated understanding of place and an 

open-rnindedness to encounters of dfierence (landscapes, educational environments and 

cultures) resulted fiom Yukon traditional oral narrative reteilings and the day trip. An 

historically double-voiced perspective of place was acknowledged in the Whitehorse primary 

classroom during the first phase of the project. 

Tololwa Mollel, the Govemor-General's Award-winning children's author and storyteller, 

comrnents: 

1 consider . . . cunosity a weakness and strength. So if there's 
any message, its that it is a human ... strength to be curious 
and to cross boundaries (1996: 29). 

43 Millar's reflection also touches on the traditional Abonguial woman's role as educator and 
transmittor of historical and cultural knowledge of place (Coates 1991 : 6) 



The children involved in the project were given the opportunity to cross their urban- 

educational boundary into an exjxrientiai- educational enviromnent out in the bush. "They are 

so curious!", Fan Johmtone exctaimed after the day aip to Kwaday Dan Kenji, surpriseci by 

her students' ainousity. Meta and Harold were impressed by the number of questions 

generated by this particular day trip. They refiected: 

. . . in the past, whüe we have had many school visits, we did 
not reaiize the potential of how these visits are a way to 
generate in children a greater connection to the Temitory 
(Gage and Johnson, 1996). 

The questions revealed there to be an excitement toward leamhg about Yukon First Nations 

history and its traditionai perspective of place. Kwaday Dan Kenji is in effect an oral 

narrative educational site. Everyone who visits the meeting place cornes away with something 

different, like a story working over a listener's memory. 

Meta explaineci, "by engaging Whitehorse city chiidren at A Long Ago People !s PIace 

they eXpenence a traflSfonnationtt(Gage, L 996). She believes children undergo a transition at 

Kwaday Dan Kenji fiom one world and way of thinking to another hybrid way of thinking. 

Harold and Meta see the project as a progressive step mqy fiom the current presentation and 

integration of Yukon First Nations curriculum in the Whitehorse primary classroom, toward 

a holistic approach grounded in place. They described it as, "something growing in the 

landscape, it emerges and d continue to as time goes byW(Gage and Johnson, 1996). 

Meta commented, "children of this generation raised on the intemet, wiU differ fiom 

others in that they have not, will not, develop the faculty of reflection" (GageJ996). 



Consequently, she fears children educated within the technological meta-narrative will have 

little comprehension of afterthought, remorse or guilt. She worries the reflection capabilities 

will be lost. Meta calls this "a loss in focus" (Gage? 1996). There is a loss of focus as to what 

is fiindamental in primary education. We move in primary education toward a virtual place 

with M e  reflective connection to the close and real places around us. 

Kwaday Dan Kenji contextualised the children's traditional oral narrative 

understanding of place. Objects described in the traditional oral narratives were there to be 

seen, held, and used in their traditional conta.  The shelters and tents described in story couid 

be entered and fùUy experienced. Upon entering the moose-skin tent, one could immediately 

feel a b k e r  fiom the cold sww, and wind. We dl watched the smoke rising fiom the central 

fireplace and felt the w a d  penetrate our cold bodies. The scent of £?esMy-laid spruce bows 

mixed with the wood-fire smoke still lingers in my memory. 

M q  of the children did not want to leave the smeUs and warmth of the tent. Some 

had never been inside a structure of such workmanship, made with such care, respect and 

attention to detail. It thoroughly captured the home fia clah dii vuh (phonetic spelhng) the 

midget-boy tived in. This image cornes fiom Louise Profeit-Leblanc's retelling of The Boy 

Who Weni to the M m ?  This traditional narrative traces the Iife of a mythical moon-boy 

bon to a Gwich'in family. He brings the caribou to his people when they face starvation, 

conceivably possible to imagine taking place at the "meeting place." Harold had also 

44 As retold to her by Mary Vittrekwa, an Elder of the Talnidh Gwich'in of the Blackstone 
Region, f?om Fort McPherson (Appendix One). 



reconstnicted a corralleci fence structure - much iike one describeci during the hunt squence 

in this story. The camp provided a rich, tangible layer to the listeners' perspective of place. 

Sean Kane suggests that mythic discourse reminds its listeners of the customs of boundary 

(Wiulom ojrhe ~ e î k r s ,  1994). He compares mytbic boundary to boundary in biological 

nature (Kane 1994: 103). Kane's elucidation of boundary acknowledges the existence of a 

mutual balancing between realities or worlds, requiring a give and a take. Harold spoke of 

how the camp a t t q t s  to re-enact a place h e d  in by nomadic peoples. To nomadic peoples, 

hunters and gathers the concept of boundary often marked " a sacred site where the behg of 

power dweils" (Kane 1994: 102). 

The smoke-hole is a significant boundary site traditiody observed by Yukon First 

Nations. me Boy Who Stayed With the Fish descnbes the smoke-hole as a site of 

transformation (Sidney in Cruikshank 1990:75-78). This traditional oral narrative recounts 

the experience of a human boy and his family learning how to properly respect the fish. The 

boy disrespects the fish and is then taken by them to their world, to learn what it means to be 

a fish. When the boy retums to his parents' fishing camp the following surnrner as a fish-boy 

and is captureci by them, the shaman, "indian doctor" in their comrnunity, instructs his parents 

to: put the fish-boy in "a nice clean white skin" (Sidney in Cruikshank 1 990: 78). After eight 

days of fasting the fish-boy is transfomed back to his human forrn carrying with him the 

knowledge of how to respect the fish. 

American anthropologist Frederica de Laguna has extensively researched the 

Abonguial oral histories of Yukon and Alaska (Unâèr Mount Saint E h ,  1972; The lïingit 



I I ~ M ~ ,  1199 1; Tdes of the Den4 1995). She recounts the passage and transformation at the 

site of the smoke-hole and how traditionally it signified respect for the animal spirit world (de 

Laguna 1995: 38). The children witnessed an actual smoke-hole within the traditional oral 

narrative context at Kwaday Dan Kenji during the fia phase of the project. 

In the story The Boy Who Stqwed with the Fish, the child's bodily transformation 

accompanies his parents' respecting and honouring of the smoke-hole boundary. The notion 

of boundary reflects the bounded ecological relationship Yukon First Nations traditionally felt 

with the animal spirit world. Yukon Fust Nations were reliant on the animal world for 

sustenance in order to survive. Their cosrn01ogy required them to pause and reflect upon their 

place in the world and their relationship with the anirnds of the "other" realm. The need to 

honour and fulfil promises to the moon-boy or to respect the fish are required in these 

narratives in order - to maintain the balance of life. In The Boy Who Went to the Mootz, the 

people do not fiilfil their promise to the moon-boy who is representative of the caribou spirit, 

and so he leaves their village, taking the knowledge of the caribou with him. The parents of 

the fish-boy pay hornage and fast to help transform their son back into his human fonn. 

Both narratives are examples of the traditional oral narratives of the nomadic peoples 

of the Territory In bringing the children to a place that re-enacts this way of life, we engage 

them in an experience which fblly begins to round out the spiritual history and heritage of 

place and an understanding of a traditional oral community. 



Yukon ReaIiîy 

When we move beyond Whitehorse city limits we must remember we are in bear country. 

Kane wams us that in myth generaiiy: 

Beyond this point is a zone where or- human thuiking 
cannot go. You rnust shift to another kind of thinking. You 
must think like an animai now. Enter at your peril (Kane 1994: 
1 13). 

One need only recall the incident d u ~ g  the summer of 1996 when a woman was maulied to 

death by a bear in Kluane National Park, or the housing incident in the cornmunity of Mayo 

the fU of 1996 where two bears completely destroyed a human structure in search of food. 

We must be prepared for the truth of the Yukon reahty. We should remember the nsk we take 

as humans encroaching on the Temtory that has been the bears' since the distant "myth 

timeV(de Laguna 1995: 39). They are as unpredictable a set of beings as ourselves. 

The nature of human and bear unpredictability is described weii in n e  Girl Who 

Mmried The Grizzly Bem (Sidney, 1977). The girl in this narrative is tncked, and then stolen 

by a bear. Thus she is not required to be respectfùl of the bear in his world. Traditionai oral 

narrative continually returns to the importance of respect (Morrow and Schneider 1995: 1-7). 

The traditional stories honour the vaiue of respectkg "other," mythic worlds (Le. the 

animal spirit world), we, in contemporary society have forgotten. Traditional oral narratives, 

therefore, are at once boundaries and sites of negotiation between these worlds and the 

Aboriginal and nonoNative world-views. Their retellings in the classroom educate listeners 

to place and how to locate oneself as a tistener on the boundary and see both human and 

extra-human sides. This is one of the power of perspectives made conscious in and through 



a storytelling discwrse that uses indigenous material, even in translation. 

Whitehorse is oflen referred to as "iittle Vancouver." This naming acts as another 

reminder of place. Too quickly we forget where we are. Dillard's mindlessness is different 

fiom the forgeüùhess that resuhs in urban dwehg. We are at a loss, in Meta's words "a loss 

in focus. " 

Meta recoliects the mediaîion process between two world-views (Aboriginal and Non- 

Native) in her own oral narrative and memory of the day trip. It is a narrative of a pine tree. 

The Little tree kept getting covered by feet. She asked the children: 

How would you feel if you got run over? What are the treest 
feelings? By association one can understand how the tree 
would feel (Gage, 1996). 

This is her way and evidence of her shifiing into a critical and hybnd consciousness 

embodying an integrated knowledge of place. Kwaday Dan Kenji provides an affective grasp 

of place creating a common culture that can be shared by its cornmunity of listeners. To 

answer the question - what 4 1  draw our children back "home?" (Moore 1995 :8). 

Zichan answered: When spiritual beings have a place to retum 
to, they need not become malicious. 1 have allowed them a 
place to return ( Zuoqiu Ming in Bringhurst 1995: 26). 

Harold and Meta have made a place to retum to, for ail us, Yukon First Nations and other. 



The contemporary oral narratives of a community reveal its social fabnc - the web of 

relationships that bind and hold its listeners together. They, collectively, are a tradition, the 

combined expression of their inteliectual thought and cultural knowledge. The sense of 

identity nuriured in the contemporary Whitehorse community asserts hybrid consciousness. 

The contemporary storytehg event lends something to the continual recreation of a localised 

cornmunity identity in light of a technologicai cyber-community. It cultivates listeners and 

knowledge of respect as it relies on direct human communication. Listeners must take the 

tirne and make an effort to lista respecâully in order to comprehend a community's collective 

utterances through a storytelling discourse. The hybrid reality of the Whitehorse cornmunity 

is evident in its contemporary oral tradition. 

As mernbers of contemporaty society, we, are only beginning to comprehend the vast 

s M s  in human interaction renegotiated by the new information technologies. Do educators 

stop to question the amount of attention given to the cornputer and television in primary 

education? Technology has moved beyond a "tool" classification within the classroom to 

becorne an "srpectation." Technologid expectations assimilate children into what 1 consider 

a remote place, "beyond technology." 45 The second phase of the project involved the 

development of hybrid consciousness and a local community identity in the two Whitehorse 

primas, classrooms through the contemporary oral narratives of the Whitehorse community. 

45 Rernote is derived fiom remotus, meaning to remove, slight, aloof - not fnendly (Amencan 
College Dictionary 195 1 : 1025). 



The fht phase of the project, "P1ace:Kwaday Dan Kenji," suggests the structure of 

leamhg introduced with a storytelling discourse and traditional oral narrative as integrative 

of place, expenential and transforming. The technological meta-narrative deters this 

simuttaneous kind of learning. The transmission of information in technological-framed 

leaming is premised by a nsky illusion that the individual leamer posseses the personrlpower 

to access all knowledge. Knowledge acquisition and cornprehension within an oral narrative- 

framed learning is not readily attainable "at the end of your finger tips." Rather its 

comprehension requires patience for its method of educating occurs over time, through 

repetition. Oral narrative-framed learning happens slowly when the listener is ready to 

comprehend. Unlike the television or intemet, you cannot surf an oral narrative. 

n>e Television/Techno iogrgrcaI Window 

Children in the primary classroom are educated in the social dynamics of a "technological 

monoculture" (Berry 1993: 148). In an editorial on literacy and technology, Robyn Sarah 

articulates how television teaches a certain set of habits and how "as a society we have 

chosen our habit" (1996: A.26, italics mine). Evidence of this, our habit, was reflected in the 

language and speech of the storytelling used by the children during the comrnunity phase of 

the project. The major@ of their social interactions were inspired by the technolgical meta- 

narrative reflecting the initial formation of a cyber-cornmunity identity. The oral narratives 

they cornmunally shared centered on what they watched on television. This comrnunity 

identity stresses who and what you watch, not who and where you are. 



Technology's infiuences over the Whitehorse prbwy classroom present a difliculty 

1 had as a listener and researcher during the second phase of the project, attempting to trace 

the childrens' cuhural distinctions reflective of a localised community identity. Television 

culture is "bounâless." It transcends boundaries of place and community (age, culture and 

geography). Like most others across Canada, the childrens' window of perception in the 

primary classroom is in front of a screen. Television culture in Whitehorse and elsewhere 

t ranscends the governrnent's mandate of Multicdturalism and erases regional and local 

d ifference. 

The ctiildrens' voiced disinterest during the second phase of the project reinforced the 

importance of remembering their perception of a social, communal reality fostered through 

technology. Both teachers offered the foiiowing critical advice with regard to the project. 

Fern reasoned: "You must consider the childrens' situation. " And Kathryn urged: "1 think less 

time. It's too long a span al1 moming" (Appendix One)." 

American educator and author John Taylor Gatto articulates how educators actuate 

the mentality of techno-culture in the classroom (D1ïmbing Us Down, 1992). Like Said's 

personai dime~won and developrnent of a cntical consciousness, Gatto is also critical of his 

role as an educator in the contemporary North American classroom. He writes: "1 teach the 

unrelating of everything, an infinite fiagrnentation, the opposite of cohesion"(l992: 4). He 

identifies there to be Little to no continuity tying subjects and disciplines together, likening 

46 The contemporary storytelling event duruig the project in the two Whitehorse primary 
classrooms intidy were a three hour moming session. But as the project progressed these 
events lessened in length, varying corn one and half to two hour sessions. 



cumcula to a television sitcom. Children are asked to sit for h*hour periods of tine and 

then respond quickly to what they have just learned. Then, they move ont0 something 

completely diffèrent and repeat a sWar pattern. The narratives that are most often repeated 

in the cclassrwm are technological. This repeated patternhg conditions children to a certain 

educational comrnunity meta-narrative. As such, the technologid meta-narrative dictates 

the pattemed authority of the classroom community. 

Question: For teaching ki&, you need all day. schools me 
not f~ke  that. Ymr time is alï eut up. As a teacher. should I 
fight thrS "cutting up" of school lime? Is it better io have rhe 
whole day i h ~  to teach reading at nine, then muth ut ten? 

Elder, Marge Jackson of the Champagne and Aishihik First Nation was asked this question 

at the conference, "Environment, Ethics and Education," held at Yukon College in 

Whitehorse, the surnmer of 1995. She responded: 

You should use one day to leam one t h g ,  not too many 
things. They cannot learn that way. If you teach five different 
kinds in one day. What way are they going to leam more? If 
you want to teach kids, teach just one thing on one day and 
not too many things, then they can l e m  that way (Jackson in 
Jickling 1996: 38). 

Her perspective on teaching and learning is grounded in Yukon First Nations traditional oral 

methods of educating. This mode1 of education stresses focus and concentration on one 

narrative at a the .  Her commentary on the current educational community's meta-narrative 

implies a universai disrespect of cliildren by trying to teach thern too much in too a short hme. 

Children acposed to the stories of their locale begin to identiS, and feel a co~ect ion  to it as 



they corne to know members of their cornrnunity. Telling these oral narratives habitually in 

the classroom introduces another language and speech into the classroom discourse. 

The contempofary storyteiling space works through the "loss of one kind of truth . . . 

[which is] larger and more comprehetlsive of mind" ( I M z  1988: 1 83-4). An authentic human 

enCounter and method of communication is preserved with a contemporary oral tradition in 

the classroom, focusing childrens' sense of community identity on their local cuhure. This 

experience shps the community of listeners' consciousness to a hybrid understanding of 

themselves both on a communal and personal level. 

Collective Voice Encounter 

The Whitehorse community was the focus of the second phase of the project. During the 

community phase, we moved fiom concepts of place (looking behind us and developing a 

knowledge and understanding of Yukon oral tradition as a mode1 of education) to the present 

(looking at ourselves and concentration on the contemporary community, the people and 

voices of Whitehorse). What are their stories? How do their voices conmbute to the 

development of hybrid consciouness of community? 

Louise Profeit-Leblanc's traditional narrative expertise sets the precedent for al1 

furiher pedagogid sto~elling-related research and work in the Temtory today (Cruikshank 

1988: 5). She believes the storyteUer in the classroom provides more than just an educational 

experience: "A storyteller is Like a Pest  you invite over to your home"(Profeit-Leblanc, 

1996). He or she is a whole person and that whole person should be recognized within the 



classroom context. Wendell Beny compares community to a household. He writes "it is the 

household of its place" (Berry 1993: 155). His household analogy translated weU to the 

storytelling event space created during the second phase of the project. The children were 

asked to respect their guests, the Whaehorse storytellers who told their contemporary 

Whitehorse oral narratives. 

Luc LaMe has been teiling stories since he was a young child. He was the second 

Whitehorse storyteller inviteci into the two classrmm during the second phase of the project. 

In the contemporary Whitehorse community he represents the collective voice of "les 

francophones Yukonnaises. "" He explains his role as a Whitehorse storyteller: 

The role I'm trying to fiilfil is to explain .. . teach people and 
tell people about the French Canadian in Canada, especially 
French Canadians fiom Quebec. That's where I'm fiom ... 
There are historical reasons for this and they are very weii 
explained through story. And also [to] explain how peoples' 
character is fomed through history and through the nature. So 
the people in my stories are always influenceci by nature and 
by the political setting fiom Quebec (Laferte, Appendix One). 

Laferte reveais the hybrid consicousness he has developed as a storyteller, reflecting on his 

integrated definition of place that includes elements of the historical, political and 

geographical. As well, he is aware how the French language and Yukon French identity in 

47 An interesting feature of the contemporary Whitehorse community is its growing 
francophone community. They have a community centre and thnving population. École 
Emilie Tremblay, the first completety francophone school in Whitehorse, is evidence of this 
healthy and prospering French-Canadian community. 



Whitehorse maintains a political component. His presence as a storyteller in the Whitehorse 

school system renegotiates the perceptions of lesjrcmophes Yukomises in relation to the 

larger Canadian historical mernory. The potemial for a heated political discourse between the 

Whit ehorse First Nations cornrnunity and lesfimicophones Yukonmises is possible? 

Laferte told the children a narrative of French-Canadian origin entitled, La Bête a 

Sept Tête. 7he SeveicHeaded Dragon (Legaré 198 1 : 2 1 1 -2 16). The narrative follows 'Ti 

Jean (Petit Jean), the classic French-Canadian folklore hero, on his quest to defeat a seven 

headed dragon. 'Ti Jean uses his wit to overcome the beast. Luc repeatedly reveaied his 

hybrid consciousness when reflecting why he chose this particular story. He explained: 

I thhk chüdren who are smaller can respect him [Ti Jean and 
how he uses his brain to solve his problems] for this. Half of 
these kids were fiom First Nations. We dontt hear every day 
on the media that First Nations are supers and excellent 
people. They are sometimes in a bad situation, and 1 think 
they [Yukon First Nations children] feel good hearing 
someboây who's srnall and not too strong, you know, winning 
against all odds (Laferte, Appendbc One). 

Laferte refers to the historical and culturai authority construct of the colonial narrative. His 

choice of phrasing is perceptive. 

48 I have heard rnany conversations fiom both members of these cornmunities relating their 
views and prejudiced opinions with regard to the treatment and favouritism they believe given 
to the respective other culture and identity group by way of federal transfer payrnents in the 
Yukon. L'Association Francophones Yuko~aises' community centre and école Emilie 
Tremblay have both receivived federal hding. There has been some controversy surrounding 
this issue in the Whitehorse community. As weli mernbers of the hcophone community have 
ope* expresseci th& prejudice agahst rnembers of the Whitehorse Fira Nations community, 
especiaily in relation to the on-going land clah negotiation process. 



Laferte's contemplations on community identity and the role he plays in the 

contemporary Whitehorse community as a stoqteller leads him to define community as 

"people who have values in cornmon" (Appendix ûne). His definition includes people of other 

cuitutes but they must be engaged in shared activities. His notion of a cornmunity experience 

is refiective of the collaborative, cornnid authority fostered in the contemporary aorytelling 

event. Laferte is actively engaged in the contemporary Whitehorse community by creatùig 

double-voiced (English/French), communal and s h e d  activities for children (Aboriginal, 

Francophone-Yukonnaises and nonoNative) in the Whitehorse territorial school system. 

Mary Sloan is a high school Drarnatic Arts and English teacher at F.H. Collins High 

Schwl in Whitehorse. She has dweloped a course in storytelling/oral narrative in conjunction 

with the MAD (Music, Art and Dance) program she aiso coordinates. Her course examines 

storytelling as a performance art in relation to the Yukon oral tradition. The storytelling 

course's development stems from Ms. Sloan's interest in theatre. She States: 

1 think all playwiights are storytellers [and that] ... storytelling 
is an origuial form of art. Stotytelling is the most basic form of 
theatre. So it's a really good place to start with kids who are 
interested in doing some kind of theatre but are maybe afraid 
of using lines or baving to be a character - you just sit and tell 
a story (Sloan, Appendix One). 

The course developed out of her students expresseci interest with storytelling as performance. 

Louise Profeit-Leblanc assisted Ms. Sloan in the course's development the fd of 1996. 1 

collaborateci with Ms. Sloan and her highschd storytelling students during the second phase 

of the project . 

The stones the high school storytellers told during the community phase related to 



their experience and perception of the Wbitehorse community. The high-school storytellers 

visited the case-study classrooms on two occasions. During the first they told their 

contemporary oral narratives as community storyteilers. Their narratives were incorporated 

into the cumculum of their hi&-school storytelling course as an assignment to be 

"perfonned." Their second visit to the case-study classrooms took place during the third 

phase of the project. Their oral narratives embodied element s of their experience, culture and 

identity. These oral narratives exhibit how a cornrnunity experience and identity is formed 

when members exchange th& Stones. Mary Sloan and her hi&-school students' involvernent 

demonarate how a storytelling discourse may be used to dissolve the authority of 

"technological monoculture" in the Whitehorse primary classroom (Berry 1993 : 148). Both 

the Whitehorse primary classroom and Whitehorse high-school classroom experienced the 

creation of a contemporary oral tradition reflective of their cornrnunity. 

The visits of the high-school storytellers illustrate a way to have primary and high- 

school classroorns corne alive with cornmunity involvernent and local identity formation. Mary 

Sloan expresses how the high-school storytellers experience was different than "school," 

saying that it achieved tme education: 



1 hadn't realized what echrcation was. I've gone to a lot of in- 
services [professional dwelopment workshops] and heard a 
lot of people talk about experiential education and tried to do 
thematic units in my English class that would be relevant to 
the kids. And it wasn't untif I got out of the school that I 
realized what relevance is. Dohg a unit on race relations, as 
well intentioned, and as good as that is for opening up kids' 
rninds, isn't experientid at ali. It's a whole different thing that 
maybe rnakes school a little more interesting. But this [in 
reference to the community experience of her high school 
students], rather than just school, this is an erfuc~tion (Sloan, 
Appendix One, italics mine). 

She believes the experience of the second phase of the project to be reflective of shïfied 

educators' perceptions of oral narrative use in the Whitehorse prirnary classroom toward 

hybrid consciousness. It created a leaming space for both tellers and listeners, teachers and 

students. 

The Bzid in a Cage 

The evolution of a contemporary oral tradition through a storytelllng discourse was evident 

during the second phase of the project reflective of the local community. One of the 

community high-school storyteilers fiom Mary Sloan's class had been a primary student of 

Kathryn Millar's in Ross ~iver." His presence and expenence in the Whitehorse primary 

classroom, and his conternporary oral narrative, led to Kathryn recollecting an oral narrative 

49 Ross River is an outer cornmunity in the Temtory predominantly Selkirk First Nations 
morthem Tutchone), situated where the Pelly River mets the Ross River. 



involving this teiler. She describeci him as "a bird in a cage. " ~ 0  His role as a cornmunity 

storyteiler in h a  Elijah Smith primary classroom involved mernory and an emotional element 

revealing her conceni for h. This particular storyteller dso related a story of his mernory 

and experiences as a student in Milarts prllnary classroom. He described the same big over- 

sized chair she now had in her Wbitehone classroom up in Ross River: "It was the same chair 

1 cm remember Mrs. Millar sitting in when she told me stories," Jackson refiected. And now, 

he sat in it while he told hk story to her primary classroom of students. The circulation of 

these narratives is evidence of the possibility of a localised, caring educational cornmunity 

expressed within the oral tradition. 

This community storyieller's oral narrative was entitied, " W y  dogs meII each other's 

buns"(Jackson, Appendix One). He explained he had heard a joke about this canine custom 

and thought it would be a good story. When he first presented his idea for his oral narrative 

to Ms. Sloan and myself, we were unsure of its relevance to the objective of the second phase 

of the project and questioned its appropriateness in the cu~culum. But his narrative proved 

us wrong. Mary Sloan comrnented: "It was so obviously a story that he hadn't just made it up 

to be crude. It was furmy and it made sense" (Sloan, Appendix One). 

Charlie Jackson's voice and teling captures an understanding of double-voicedness. 

50 Kathiyn remanbers seeing this cornmunity high-school storyteller as a child "suEocating 
and losing his voice because of the quaüty of the shaft he had been sent down"(M.illar, 1996). 
She is r e f e g  to a canary sent d o m  a mine shafl to judge air quality. Her cornments were 
made in reference to the chilà's family and home life that led to the certain upheaval of his 
school life. 



His telling was reminiscent in style to that of the Elder Stanley Jonathan of the Selkirk First 

Nation, whom 1 heard teli at the 1995 Yukon International Storytehg Festival. The voice 

of this Elder was hybridly uttered by Jackson. Ms. Sloan reflected: "when people tell aones 

it allows a different kind of voice to corne through" (Sloan, Appendix One). Her comments 

exhibit the Bakhtinian notion of hybnd utterance. Jackson's narrative illustrates a transference 

of oral culturai knowledge contained in Yukon traditional oral narrative. He translateci it into 

his contemporary educatiod situation and the relating of a contemporary oral narrative in 

the Whitehorse classroom. Jackson's experience as a commmity storyteiler provided a vehicle 

for hirn to gain self-confidence in himself in relation to his heritage and culture. In the spirit 

of exchange in the conternporary storytelling event space, his narrative also provided a way 

for Yukon First Nations children to have confidence in their heritage and culture through 

identification with his contemporary oral narrative. 

Cnhhank elaborates regarding how an audience in the context of the contemporary 

storytelling event signifies the "traditional" role of the community of listeners. They initiate 

the exchange and development today of hybrid consciousness: 

It involves not simply a narrator but also an audience, and that 
narrator and audience both change at different points in t h e  
and in different circumstances, giving any one story the 
potential range of meanings that al1 good stones have 
(Cruikshank in Morrow and Schneider 1995: 57). 

Sloan's commentary during the second phase enforces the development and s w i n g  into 

hybnd consicousness when she describes how the audience changed the whole dynamics of 

the high-schwl storyteflas' presentations. It was not until their oral narratives were given an 



audience that they tnily came alive: 

The stories redy came alive and the Iads came alive and 
showed a degree of self-confidence that just amazed me - in 
those kids in particdar. To give them an audience was just 
giving them the respom'b'ity to keep that audience interested 
and it worked really wel (Sloan, Appendix One). 

The @ence Mary Sloan had as an educator, teiler and Mener during the comrnunity phase 

of the project brought her to conclude: "Rn going to incorporate it [this type of oral narrative 

encouter] in the programs that 1 do next year" (Appendix One). The community phase of the 

storytelling project brought the community of Whitehorse into the Whitehorse p r h a y  

classroom. The Whitehorse storyteliers exchanged oral knowledge with the children creating 

a localised, contemporary oral tradition. 

Persottci: Briqiing Story Into Being 

H m  a cuhre conceives of zrnaginmy beings 
is a clear indicalion of ils conception of fije, 
because it sets o f  the Iimifs of what is 
iinagiitable (Virela 1992: 53). 

At a conference in Whitehorse in the spring of 1997, Julie Cruikshank delivered a paper to 

the American Anthropologid Association related to her current and on-going research in the 

Soviet Union. She posed the question: "Do people always want to tell their own stoiy?" 

(Cruikshank, 1997). The foas of h a  inqujr is the contemporary and personal stories people 

tell. She locates personal oral narrative within a methodological fhrnework of what these 



stories tel us: who are we as a people in relation to where we come from (place, community 

and seif). The thvd phase of the project recogmed the personal oral narrative as instrumental 

to the Whitehorse primary-school aged Md's development of place, community and self 

Personal oral narrative imites children to become engaged in hybrid consciousness as they 

cross the boundary from Mener to teUer withui the contemporary storytelling event. 

As Varela suggeas, perceptions of social reality for children are imaginable by what 

they cornrnunally share and derive meaning from, their stories. The formulation of a 

perception of self for the Whitehorse primary-school aged child is readily connected to the 

stories they hear, forming and shaping their identity as they come to tell their own. The 

persona1 stories invite children to utter th& impressions of the world, in their own voice. 

Children, as students of a classroom, become consciously aware in this instance that their 

aories contribute to their own curriculum. This is the process of constructing persona1 hybnd 

consciousness. In taking on the role of stotyteller, the children were given equal authority 

within their ciassrwm community. As well they were engaged in an understanding of how the 

cultural dialogue and exchange process functions during the storytelling act. The children 

leamed through their own storytelling discourse the relevance of listening and respect. 

Emphasis was placed on the personal process of creating their own narratives rather 

then the end result of performing a "perfect" oral narrative. This stress on process was 

especially relevant in cornparison to the flawless presentation of most t echnologicai narratives. 

The childrens' personal oral narratives, unWce technological narratives, reflect their tellers 

being, nuanced with a human quality of error. 



The oral narratives and visits during the first two phases of the storytelling project 

established a tradition of oral narrative, a personalised and localised anthology of oral 

literature for the children (Reitz 1988: 164). Thek oral tradition prepared them for the thûd 

phase and the shift in knowledge construction sunilady experienced by students of oral 

narrative and myth at the academic level (Cruikshank, 1990). 

In the process of understanding a storyteüing discourse and the hybrid consciousness 

it cultivates, it is essential to recognise the sacrifice of time and the personal self that is 

involved in the activity5' This practice requires focus. Alice Carlick, a Yukon First Nations 

teacher in Lower Post, incorporates oral nanative, especiaily Yukon traditional oral narrative, 

into her eiementary classroom cumculum. She defines the contemporary oral narrative as 

closely related to myth. Like Cruikshank's shrfr, Carlick expresses a similar shift in 

consciousness experienced by students of oral narrative (Cruikshank 1990:~). She writes in 

relation to oral narrative as myth: ". . . t has a sacred quaiity [where] . . . messages are conveyed 

in syrnbolic fonn" (Carlick 199534). There is a keen sense of awareness and sensitivity in 

knowing how to listen and respect personal oral narrative. This practice teaches children the 

skill of how to negotiate cultural dinerence towards a personal acceptance of others. 

The cognition of personal oral narrative is cornplex. The storytelling event presents 

listeners wit h a narrative that must be actively listened to and actively thought through in 

order to be made sense of. Louise Profeit-hbhc explains how children bring themselves into 

5 1 Tirne is wrnrnodifted within the wntemporary, "technological" context. As such, it is this 
researcher's opinion that personal tirne is perceived as a commodity which we negotiate. 



being through oral narrative: 

This is the wonderfiil thing too of a story. You can teIl them 
[children] the story and just leave it. And they become the 
beings in the story. Then you let it corne to them and settle in 
them and let them think and contemplate on the story (Profeit- 
Leblanc, 1996, italics mine). 

As children corne to te1 and retell their personal oral narratives in their classroom community, 

the evolution of a contemporary personaiised oral tradition is perceived. In the dialogue and 

exchange of personal oral narrative, childrens' personal frames of reference are 

accomrnodated within the curriculum. 

The knowledge of self remaùis closely tied to the telling of story. If and when children 

do not bring themselves into being through their own oral narratives, then we witness the 

cultivation of a generation who do not know themselves or each other. The authoritative 

context created for children in the Whitehorse primary classroom by the colonial narrative and 

the social stmcturing of the technological meta-narrative must be chailenged in primary 

cumculum in order to remember who we are as individual selves, having voices capable of 

creating our own sense of history, community and identity. To know one self and accept one 

self is detrimental to t hese narratives of authority's survival. 

Children are taught in the f o d  classroom to sit in their desks, remain quiet, and not 

speak until spoken to. We can observe fîom this physical construct how the educational 

institution ossifies an archaic understanding: chiidren are meant to be seen and not heard. The 

52 "People who have no stories to tell, iike stones that have no people to tell them, don't 
sumivett (B~ghurst  in Nyman 1995:xü). 



storytelhg event took place outside of the traditional desk formation. The children and 

storyteliers would sit in a circle formation mirroring the traditional storyteiiing circle (Caduto 

and Bnichac 1985: 12). During the tbird phase, one of the two case-study classroorns needed 

to renim to the desk formation. This spatial shift and retum Uustrated a resistance to the 

storyteliing event space that we attempted to cultivate in their classroom. 

In effect, the project removed the children nom their f d a r  authoritative h e  of 

reference, and asked them to consider and identify what it is that constructs their identity in 

the classroom. The existing curriculum in the Whitehorse primary classroom is a re- 

presentation of t s  civil society, reflective ofthe authority maintained by the dominant political 

society. It cultivates hierarchies in facets of its civil society, like the classroom, dominated 

by a power relation of teacher as authontarian figure to students. Thus, a respecting 

experience, like that introduced and nurtured during the contemporary storytelling event is 

not so easdy dtivated within the "confines" of the Whitehorse primary classroom curriculum. 

Constnidng personal oral narrative engages children in the reflection process, delving 

deeper into identity formation and contributing to "life education." The storyteiiing event 

provides a space where the voiced expression of self can be uttered, without judgernent or a 

bias of authority. There is no right or wrong "sto@ame" complicating this leaniing 

experience. The praxis for leaming is a continually emerging one and recognized in the 

relationships that arise as the stories are told, one after the other. Stones in this way become 

an intimate persona1 experience. Cruikshank refers to this social arnbience as a "kind of 

cultural scaffolding" that needs to be put in place during the storytelling act, before intelligent 



questions can be raised regarding oral narrative (in Morrow and Schneider 1995: 57). Her 

rernarks remind me of the critical se~conscious process 1 have experienced over the course 

of writing this thesis and with the activity of becoming a member of a community (Said 

1978: 10). Keynote speaker at the Shepherd Lecture at Trent University in 1997, Professor 

William Howarth, enlightened his listeners as he outiined the disregard for the human element 

in the humanities today (Howarth, 1997). 1 believe we, as academic researchers, maintain the 

notion in our research that short periods of t h e  allow us to understand an isolated group. 1 

am afraid, though, that "my method of place" resulted in a paradox of place. The more tirne 

1 spent with my case-study groups, the more 1 realized 1 was just beginning to know and 

understand thern. Time, within the academic research time context, did not, nor could not, 

permit a proper completion of "my method of place" within the context of the project. By 

placing value on listening and respecting each other in primas, education we can erect 

Cruikshank's "cultural scaffolding." Personal stories begui to impose a personal human pattern 

for understanding one another in a curriculum. 

Hybrid Consciot~sness 

Fem Johnstone stressed: "You should ask the children, do they really understand what you 

are trying to do. Story is it real?" (Appendix One). Kathryn Millar also isolated her concem 

with regard to the project, wondering ifthe stoties were tnily being heard by the children with 

the intent to develop hybrid consciousness. Mar said that the only way to judge if the 

children were gening something out of the stories was by observing their exchanges later. She 



reflected: 

1 r d y  expect to see some concrete transfer. I'd want to hear 
the child Say, "Remember in that story when he said this is the 
way you should act?" 1 think kids are trained today to take 
things a certain way. 1 rernember when Louise was telling a 
story and a woman had given birth to a chiid, and she had to 
go out to urinate and while she was out a man came in and 
stabbed the chiid to death. The kids just took it in. 1 know at 
my age, and maybe not being exposed to what kids are 
exposed to today, it would have k e n  shocking and temble to 
me. These kids were just looking and nodding their head and 
listening. They took it al1 in stride as if, yes these things 
happen. They seemed more excited when the hero of the 
story was on a big swing and he could have smashed into that 
cW. That sort of touched a diEerent cord to them. A 
different kind of violence. One that was more exciting. They 
were used to seeing7 on TV (Millar7 Appendix One, italics 
mine). 

The third phase of the project examined the childrens' stones and how they reflect a 

perception of their identities. The personal phase provided the opportunity to listen to the 

children within the comext of the storytelling ambience. Would their stones reveai a 

meanin* SM in perception, as both Carlick and Cruikshank suggest fiom their experience? 

Millar speaks of the difnculty of tryllig to answer this question affectively: " 1 think it would 

take longer than what we [she and Il are thinking of' (Appendix One). 

During the second phase of the project 1 realised the childrens' window of perception 

was technologically mediated. This reality was important to remernber as 1 proceeded dunng 

the third phase to listen to the childrens' persona1 oral narratives. The key to understanding 

and interpreting the childrens' oral narratives m u a  be grounded in their context and setting 



A participatory education was tmly actualised during the third phase of the project 

when the children becarne engaged in the process of developing their personal oral narrative. 

This process commenced with each child developing a "storyf?ame." The "aoryframe" is a 

concrete, physicai object the children designed and created to "place" their personal aories 

in. It worked symbolically as a reference point: while teiling, the chiid-teller could refer to it 

as she or he need to, like a narrative-map. The children brainstonned their "storyIiames" with 

the high-school storytellers during their second visit to the two case study classrooms. The 

hi&-schwl storytellers worked with the children in s d l  groups to develop each child's key 

ideas for their "storyframe. " 

Postman questions, "1s it unredistic for older students to teach younger ones?" 

(1995: 100). The high-school storytellers' involvement during the second and third phase of 

the project contnbuted to the childrens' sense of a contemporary oral tradition, when and 

where the teliers are socially responsible for cornrnunicating through oral narrative 

educational howledge. Their visits as commwYty storytellers to the Whitehorse primary 

classroom contnbuted to the childrens' shrfr uway from the familiar educational experience, 

like the expenence of Kwaday Dan Kenji. Their collective involvement proved the value of 

having younger children l e m  fiom older students, and vice versa. 

The third phase of the project engaged the children and taught them through the 

p e r s o d  oral narrative experience the relevant importance of caring for their own educational 

experience. When children redise they are as responsible for their education as their feilow 

students and teachers, they demonstrate a concrete transfer of leaming through oral 



nanative. This mode1 of education requires attentiveness and aitical consciousness of the 

discourse, speech and language used. nie children in the two Whitehorse primary classrooms 

created a space to locate the contemporary storytehg event in. They came to know this 

space as a part of theh educational experience and as a place where they were respected and 

listened to. Likewise, in the reciprocation of a dialogue and exchange across the boundaxy 

of story, they came to respect and listen to others. 

By the commencement of thkd phase of the project and with the childrens' familianty 

with the storytelling space, the question of holding a storytelling festival in each classroom 

was considered. The decision-making process of the storytelling event space cannot be set, 

but arises as tellers and listeners Uiteract. The storyteUing act numires a collaborative, 

communal authority that mirrors the Aboriginal traditional decision-making process: "Onfy 

when action beguis do the real leanllngs take place" (Alexander Band Enterprises in Cassidy 

and Bish 1989: 77). This is the mie nature of learning during storytelling. 

The ultimate goal of the project was for the children to work through the process of 

creating, then telling their personal oral narratives at a storyteüing festival. One classroom 

was not prepared to do this. The series of incidents which led to this inevitable decision lefi 

me feeling very discouraged and hopeless for a tirne." Yet this goal and my hopes of the 

research developed as expected through the other classroom and we accomplished a 

presentation of the childrens' personal storytelling at a festival to an audience of peers, 

53 Again for reasons of respect these incidents are not included as a necessary part of the 
thesis' discussion because they are factors extrinsic to education. 



. . 
teachers, admuiistrators and parents. The Mure and success of the storytelling festival in two 

separate class~oorns leads me to conclude that each classroom community determines within 

it& its community of listeners, the nature of the experiences they wilI have with storytelllng 

as a curriculum component. I step away nom this fdure and success with the knowledge of 

my experience and the difliculties in introducing and cultivating a storytelling discourse within 

the forma1 construct of the cfassroom. 

7he Storyteliing Festival 

What happens when we mediate the classroom community with the child's voice? The 

following discussion elaborates on the storytelling festival encounter in one contemporary 

Whitehorse primary classroom during the third phase of the project. Many of the children 

were familiar with the idea of a storytelling festival fiom their experiences at the annual 

Yukon Internatioanl Storyteliing Festival. The chüdren were encouraged to participate in the 

organization and performance of their storytelling festival. Some children, for various 

reasons, did not want to tell a story, so they helped with the organiration of the festival 

instead, designing a program, "mc-in&" preparing refieshments for the presentation, handing 

out invitations, ail the various production tasks crucial to making even a mini-storytelling 

festival happen. With these other tasks, emphasis was placed on their part in making the 

whole event happen. 

The storytelling festival rnarked that t h e  and place when Whitehone prixnary children 

were creating th& own cultural cosmology (Reitz 1988: 183 -4). ui this situation the authority 



of the classroom was reverseci, with educators and parents becoming listeners. 

Educators could unleam, relearn and becorne critical of their educating environments. 

Penonal oral narrative disupts the authority of the classroom common language and culture. 

A storytehg festivai can be perceiveci as a subversive aaMty challenging the social authority 

of the classroom construct with the tacher as the hierarchical representation of the parent 

and voice of authority within civil society. 

When 1 tell stories to the children, 1 am taking on the social 
responsibhty of the parent as educator. 1 prefer to tell stories 
to the parents, so that they can tell the stories to their children 
(Cook, 1997). 

Objiway storyteller, Walter Cook's comments are problernatic yet tmthfid because they 

illustrate the complicated nature of educating within the confines of our educational syaem 

and society. Parents do not have the t h e  to parent and educate their children. As committed 

members of the educating community, we are Ieft to examine the educational problems and 

find solutions. 

When childrens' personal oral narratives are treated as something important and given a 

place in cumculum, then children feel important. They feel pride and value because what they 

have to say, thei. narrative and voice, are valued. Cruikshank funhers an understanding of the 

relevance of hahg children t e h g  their personal oral narratives in the context of a formaliseci 

event : 



The relationship ûetween stories and social Me is not a simple 
one: stories with a range of plots and outcornes provide 
narrators with a way to ... discuss troubliag contemporary 
issues . .. As weli, stories provide natfators with ways to talk 
about and interpret their own actions on various occasions in 
the past (Cndcshank in Dyck 1993: 140). 

During the storytehg of the third phase of the project, the child-teiler spoke with an active 

voice of subjective inquiry, communicating something imately connected to their perception 

of identity and culture (Mahoney 19963). 

Storytelier Louise Profeit-Leblanc believes everything has a voice - a tree, a child, a 

mountain, a glacier. Children l e m  through personal oral narrative constmction to recognire 

the difference between the leaniing of information and the leamhg of ~e~ac tua ted  

lcnowledge. This kind of learning involves qualities of emotion, reflection and memory. 

There is a vulnerability in oral narrative education. This sensitivity articulates what 

is missing in current educational practices. Gatto criticises the school system, isolating what 

is wrong with it and presents a critique within the system. When he moves us as readers in this 

direction, we recognise his activity as a form of critical deconstruction. He uses a subversive 

voice inside his traditional role and social responsibility of "teacher." He uses this voice 

ostensibly to comrnunicate the ideals of civil society. The stones we teach become Our 

childrens' guiding narratives. When we engage children in a storytelling discourse in the 

classroom they recognize the vital place of another speech and language. This results in a 

leaniing that is grounded, real and authentic. These are moments when we find our own 

voice and the voices of others, recogniting them as distinct. 



C w t e r  Six A Conclusion of *rience 

In a posmiodem society of surfaces, our children d e r  the loss of histones and traditions, 

oral and literary. The technological meta-narrative extinguishes a local cornmunity framework 

of association for the knowledge of how to be a child within civil society. Our civil society 

reflects a trmsitory attitude in t s  mediatecl modes of expression (speech and language). 

Children of today's technological monoculture live in the instant exchange of 

infionnation and over-exposure (Berry 1993: 148). Thei. cxpenence of a social reality leaves 

no rite of passage, marking that transition fiom cMd to adulthood: "ui providing total access, 

television, the ultimate visual medium has dissolved the hierarchies of knowledge and 

expaiene, of age and youth" (Hume 1997: J 1). Children educated within this meta-narrative 

miss a key part of hurnan development because their parents and educators have forgotten the 

boundary of childhood. I c m  recall the children during the project repeatedly asking:"Is it 

real?" (in relation to traditional and contemporary oral narrative). This common question 

revealed that th& sense of boundary between the imaginary and the real has dissolved. The 

loss of this boundary, like the boundary of story, indicates a disregard and disrespect, of 

children in childhood. Oral narrative rerninds its comrnunity of listeners how to cross 

boundaries respecnully and how to listai. Storyteiiing re-enacts a tradition where children are 

children and where the imagination is the means for a rite of passage. 

Age, nor literacy skill, prevents children of the third degree of orality fiom the 

experience of the technologically-constmcted social reality. Christopher Hume writes: 

"There's nothing in the structure of the medium that restricts understanding of the message" 



(Hume 1997: 11). The techoiogical meta-narrative teaches children not to pause and 

question (Postman 1 993: 8). This educational constnict numbs hybrid consciousness, " . . . 

inevitably mean[ing] that only certain stories can be told. A kind of dumbing down 

occurs.. . "(Hume 1997: J2, Gatto, 1992). 

The North of Canada is a political place where children, Aboriginal and non-Native, 

are taught to work through theh perceptions of other culture and identity in their civil society, 

and in the classroom. The hybridity of the North is reproduced in Whitehorse through the new 

oral narrative tradition of the Yukon International Storytelling Festival. The festival and 

storytelling cumculum mode1 project are two oral discursive sites of historical, cultural and 

educational renegotiation. The experiential educational spaces created during classroom 

storytelling allow an "other" understanding of the history of place to be enunciated. These 

two sites cuitivate communities of listeners who use another fonn of speech and language (a 

storytelling discourse) to communicate their experiences (life, historical, cultural). Louise 

Profet-Leblanc enunciates how a hybrid consciousness is developed by listening with a third 

ear. She explains it is activated when listening to traditional oral narrative: 

Every set of ears that hears a story hears it with their own 
heart. I always ask the children how many ears do you have? 
Two physical ears, but the most important ear when you are 
listening to stones is the ear in here [the ear in your heart]. 
This is the M e  ear you ask to open so that whatever meaning 
you get fiom the aory stays with you. We have three ears 
(Profeit-Leblanc, 1996). 

Her metaphorical third ear refers to a cultural distinction of Yukon oral tradition and the 

Athabaskan Full Stop. Listenets of this oral tradition are encouraged to interpret for 



themselves and to cornest the narratives to their own personal experience. This, as 1 have 

personally experienced, leads to a shift in educational perspectives. 

1 am hopeu the discussion of the storytelling curriculum mode1 project wiil lead 

Whitehorse educators to look and listen to oral narrative. Storytehg activity allows us to 

utter and speak of the other worlds contained in our xnind's eye, when we look through the 

oral window of our imagination. A sense of belonging results from a prirnary cumculum 

irnmersed in story. An intentional form of oral education in the two Whitehorse primary 

classrooms allowed a new pattern of direct human communication and dialogue to take place. 

This is evidence of what may be called sustainable education. 

As 1 draw this thesis to a close, 1 am Fdced with a personal dilernrna, and with a 

renewed sense of social responsibility that my wor& will retim Wiil 1 retum to the Yukon 

to continue oral-related cuniculum development? If so, environment is an essential factor to 

consider. The physical space consmict of the classroom made the project difficult. The 

environment children listen to story in is as crucial as the teliing of story. The setting of this 

new oral narrative tradition must involve the integrated experience of "place," simila to the 

experience of Kwaday Dan Kenji. 

Oral narrative results in new levels of understanding. This thesis and the stones it 

traces have taken me on a sh~fted joumey. Listening to the children tell their stories reminds 

me how all things c o ~ e c t  in a beautifûl complex patterning, like fiost produced on a pane of 

glass. The cold outside close to the warmth inside produces a complex pattern on this 

reflective boundary. This pattemhg draws for the listener the connective quality present 



when story is told. 
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Appenàïx One: Stories and Interviews 

Stories: 

Place Phase 

CVeek 0ne:lniroductovy Story of Place: Baba Yoga 

M e n  my gmdmother. my Baba, was a little girl, she was asked bq. her mother to go out into the forest 10 

find the Baba Yaga. When she found the Baba Yaga she was to ask her for a needle and thread to mend ber 

father's shïrts. She waiked out into the forest not knowing where to h d  the Baba Yaga's hut. She searcheci 

endlessly unid it began to get dark She heard a strange noise far off in the distance and it became louder and 

louder and it got closer and closer. It was the sound of horses hooves pounding against the earth. As the 

sound got closer, the sky became da&. And suddeniy t h u g h  the forest rode a big black horseman. dressed 

in black h m  head to fmt. His horse was black tao. When he came trailing by the young girl. he brought 

with him the darlcness of Night. like the darkness of December in the Yukon - black. dark. 

My graadmother ws mmpletely sunounded by QISrness. She was scared and nervous. She stumbled 

and fell on the triee roots. The shadows of the trees were long and monstery. She codd not even see her own 

hand in front of her face. She became lost, t r a m  in a lakqrinth of shadows and dark images. 

Then, she heard thai same noise fàr off and as it got closer and closer, it got louder and louâer. She 

cl& her and when she opened them - she caught a gîimpse of a second horseman dressed ail in white 

riding on a big white horse. He was so bright. It blinded my Baba - like looking directly at the sun. The 

forest rias a light and she could see the trees and make her way through them. She came to a clearing in the 

forest and before her there appeared the strangest thing, a hut walking around on the legs of a gigantic 

chicken. It was alive. 

The sound of hooves on the earth was heard for a third time. Another horse appeared with such 

bdianœ as the colour of the sun before it descends behind the earth at sunset - ted The man upon the horse 

l a s  dressed al1 in red. 

W Baba was astonisheü to find herself at the Baba Yaga's hut. The hut aimlessly walked about a 



clearing, f d  in ty BONES. Bones made the fenœs and skulls sat a top as fenceposts. This must be Baba 

Yaga's hid and the bones belonged to those unfortunate ona, who the Baba Yaga had eaten for dinner! My 

grançbfiother hacl heard stories about the Baba Yaga a d  she knew that if she wasn't careful the Yaga mi@ 

just eat her too - for dinner! 

From inside the hut- my grandmother could hear screeches and howls- part bird. part human. This 

must be the Baba Yaga's hut. My grandmothet remembered why she had come - and so she took a cleep 

breathe and gathered a11 her strength and bravev and slowly approached the clearing. The hut m e d  and 

f& k - like it wasn't a hut, but a chicken. But it wasn't a chicken, but a hut. My grandmother d l e d  out 

and the hut tumed. faced her and sat down. 

The Baba Yaga a d d  be EiEard howiing and muttering to herseif. Then the door opened and the Yaga called 

out h m  inside, "1 srnell a chi14 a human child! Show thqself that smells of such scent!" The Baba Yaga. a 

large angw woman with sharp metal teeth, a p p d  in the doorway. She was done in her hut. pray for the 

rats. mice and spiders that lived there tm. She stood in the doomy wearing rags and dirt and she was 

gnasbing ha shiny teeth and chewin' on a bone. Her hair was big and messy and she looked like she had not 

washed or cut it for a long time. She wore the rags of peasants. The metal of her teeth flashed when she 

smiled. Her eyes were large and &rk and shiny like metal too. They were flashy aad caught the iight. 

My grandmothet presented herself to the Yaga. She caiied out in a sweet and polite voice," G d  

day to you Aunîie, it is 1 your niece and servant. 1 ha\?e corne to ask you for a needie and thread" "W day 

to you niece. A needle and thread could be yom, but first you must perforrn these ta& 1 ask of you," the 

Baba Yaga hcnvled bck. "Ys of cume Auntie," my grandmother agreed (for she remembered what she had 

heard ohers say about the Baba Yaga). The Baba Yaga commanded, "You must prepare my meals, dean this 

mess of a hut. Sort al1 the poppy seeds clean h m  this wheat and grains. 1 will be gone until the black 

horseman of Night rides again. If you have completed the tasks - 1 will give you what you ask of me, and if 

not. then we shall se.. ." 

And with that the Yaga began to laugh and howf and screech like a bird of prey. She screeched and 



howled her way out of that hut like the wind in her mortar and pestie traiiing khi& to sweep her tracks 

away. off she went into the forest and oaly the echoes of her couid be beard Ear OB. 

Mygiaridmothersetherselftowork,quddysweePiagandmogpingthe floor. washing thetmils and 

ceiling clean of al1 the dirt. She found some onions and r e g  potatoes that she tiuew into a pot with some 

bries she found in the Baba Yaga's pury. She set it upon the wood stove and lit a fixe. It began to brew and 

ôoil into a deiicious smelling stew. 

AH the while Sre looked to the window and watched the light of day begin to change and fade into 

what she kaew would becorne the datkness of night. She knew that soon the dark horseman wodd corne 

riding through the forest bringing with him Night and the Baba Yaga's r e m .  She moved more quickiy to 

get the tasks completed She reaikd that she couid not Gnish, and broke down. and cried. The birds 

in the trees outsi& of the hut couid hear her weeping. They flew to it and peered in to see a smaü girkhild 

heaped upon the floor with the ratterd grains and pqpy seais al1 around her. They moved ont0 the window 

ledge of the hut. They started to twitter and sing a butiful meloby. It hushed my Baba's weeping and she 

lodced towards them with tears upon her fk and brighîness in her eyes. The birds moved within the hut and 

sorted the scattered wheat, separating the poppy seeds and placing them in a pile all the while singing a 

beautifid melody that hushed my grandmothers' cries and lulled her fears for a time. 

As the last poppy seed Qopped from a bird's beak ont0 the pile. the hoaves of the black horseman 

of Night were heard as he rode quickiy through the forest. bringing darkness and the rehvning shrieks and 

hmvk of the Baba Yaga. She stonned into the hut and stood before the girl. The floor was swept. the odom 

of a meai filled the hut, and the poppy seeds sat in a large pile separate from the other wheat and grains. AU 

was in order. The Yaga looked towards my grandmother and reached with one large, bony hand inside her 

rags to Qau. out a sharp, bright needle and with her other large bny hand she reached to draw a spool of fine 

blackhead. Shethnistihemintothehandsofmygrandmotherandscreameed, "OUTOFHERE!!" MyBaba 

hUmed herself out of the but ha upon the doorstep, the Baba Yaga shrieked from behind, "How is it possible 

that you were able top perform al1 the tasks, 1 asked of you ?!" My grandmother responded, "1 have the 



blessing of my morher and the birck helped nie with a sweet song." Baba Yaga aied again. "ûit of hem, out 

with yas yai biessed cteatute. I wish no blessed here in my a hut." And thes my Baba retunied to the forest 

and f m d  ber way very easiiy bat& home to her perents - who were overjoyed in her r e m  with the n d e  

and thread as they had asked her. 

The Girl Ff%o Mam'ed the G w v  Bear, See Sidney, 19 79, pg. 62-66. 

IFeek Two: Animal Stories 

How Raven Stole Light or The Story ofCrow, See Sidney in Cruikshank 1990,pg 42-44. 

Porcupine and Beaver, See de Lapna. 1995,pg 220. 

The Boy Kho Stayed wifh the Fïsh, Moifv Head, See Sidney in Cruikshank 1990, pg 75-78. 

U'eek Three: Louise Pro feit-Leblanc, Yukon Mvthologv 

The Sun Story, See Sidney, 1979, pg 67-72. 

The Boy Who Kent to the Moon, refold b-v Louise Profeit-Leblanc 

Many yean ago, when people depended totaüy on the hâ, the Gwichin people remember this story. 

lt's the story about the boy who went to the mooa. 

There was a ampie who had oniy one child He was only a few months old and was fussing. so his 

m o k  todc him out of their tent to show him the moon on a w w m  spring night. The little boy became very 

h m .  he srniled and pinted to the moon and said the word for moon in bis mother's language. He settled 

nght doua after this. His parents realized then that he must be special and in Eact his father said, "1 think 

he cornes from the moon people. He has a moon spirit. We must be good to him al1 his Me." 

Time passed until the year that the people were suffering fram famine. That was the year that the 

caribou had taken another trai1 in their migration. The snow and cold weather had corne too Quick and the 

people hadn't got enough to last them the winter. They didn't know how they were going to get through the 

winter and the whole village was womed. Some even cried because they knew that there was going to be 



great suffering. 

This boy was about fourteen yean old now. Although he was this age. he was still as smaU as a 

yomg child He never grew. He was a midget. His mother t d  pity on him and seaed him little m e n  

skin psmr to keep his legs a m  a d  when th- maved a m  m t r y  she wodd c v  him on her ba& as 

walking over the tundra was very diflicuit. His parents treateû him very well. 

" M m  1 laiow how to make the c a r i i  ame to tbis place. 1 will make medicine for the people and 

b ~ g  caribou back h m  their W." His mother was very surprised when her son told ber what he couid do 

to help the people. 

The little guy went out of the skin-tent and @ed a little clump of willows in the snow. It tumed 

into a small calf &bu right before his parent's eyes! They killed that littie caribu. 

"Now take =me of that meat and anach it to the fringes on my jacket. I'm going to make a song and 

dance for the bu11 caribou, to change his mind" His mother did as her son instnicted and attached strips of 

the caribou meat to the fringes of his jacket. The young boy went outsi& the tent again. This time he 

plucked some wiilows and peeled the bark off of them. He was going to use these for dancing sticks. 

"NOW before 1 make my medicine to b ~ g  that chief caribou back, go tell al1 the people what I'm 

going to do. Tell them that the only thing 1 want for my work is the stomach fat, mund the caribou's 

stomach. That's al1 1 want. NOW go and tell them quick while 1 make a song for them." 

His mother went to tell the people. Meanwhile, the boy came outside of the tent and with those 

dancing sticks in each hand proceeded to sing a special caribou song. a song which even the oldest of the 

Elders. no longer remernber the words to. He danced, clacking the sticks together to make the same sound 

that c a r i i  hom make when they are in a large herd moving across the land Ptetty soon, on the top of the 

neam rise, the jaung man saw a silotheüe of a ûuli caribou. The chief for the caribou people. He knm that 

there were thousands more behind him. 

The people ran arwnd Erantifiilhr, m g  the caribou into the can'tmu corrals. spearing and shooting 

them with a m .  They were in a state of fienzy. Many caribou were taken that &y, and the young bay 



waited patiently in bis tent, with his motber. Nobody came. 

"What's the matter with my people? How can lhey forget what their promise sas so quidy?" His 

mother insisted that he sait  a iittle longer. "They are buq with the mat, my son. Be patient. they won't 

forget you." 

ï h e  boy waiteâ until aightfbii. He became very rtpset. He c r i d  He cri& over tbis condition of the 

people. "1 want to go badr to my people. Back to tbe mam. for these people here have no more respect. They 

forget their promises. 1 don't want to live among such people anpore." 

His parents begged the boy not to leave them. In fact that night wben they went to bed. they put the 

child between them so he could not leave. In spite of tbeir attempts however, in the moniing he  tas not there. 

They awakened to discover only his little xnartea slàn pan& hanging h m  the smoke-hole in the middle of 

their tent. Their son had retunied to the moon! 

Now to this day, ifyou look closely at the moon, you will see a young b y  holding something in his 

hand - something that looks like lace fat from around a caribou's stomach. And this b y  is still controUing 

the caribou. On the first full moon in the fa11 and the first Ml rnoon in the spring the caribou begin their 

migration as they have done since the beginning of time. 

Ikek Four: lukon i\lvthologv continued 

The Stow of ihe Camp Robber or the Good C V i f e  as retold b-v Louise Profeit-Leblanc. There is not a recordeci 

version of this story to ny knowledge. niis narrative traces the life of a very old couple who have no children 

and how t h e  care for one another. The couple are staning to death. Then they find a camp robber to eat. 

The uife gives up her food, the meat of the camp robkr ( Whiskey Jack or Canadian Jay) for her husband 

so he will have strength to go and hum. 

Conrmunity Phase: 

I f  ëek One: Inlroductoty S t o ~  ofCommuni& Pîsitors 

The S t o ~  of Kaax'achgook, See Sidney in Cruikshank 1990, pg 139- 145. 



Week Two: Les Fmcophones Jlukonnoises 

Luc Luferte's French-CanaciEan Stoly of La Bêle c i  Sept Tête, The Seven-Heuded h g o n ,  See Legaré, 1981. 

21 1-216. 

Ihek Three and Four: Mav  Sloan's High-school Stotytellers stories, recorded on Ocfober 28, 1996. 

These stories uvre recorded aJer their presentation in the hÿo FKhitehorse claswooms, more in an interview- 

swle format. The high-school tellers were asked to also explain why they chose their parh'cular s t o .  

The Big Animal 

M y  name is Brian Miller. 1 told my story to Miss Fern's class. I got it h m  a book that I rented h m  the 

l i i .  1 looked in to al1 these books in the library and I coulda't find any other stories besides this was one 

that 1 was realiy interesteci in. It's d e d  The Big Animal. It all starts out way back at Frenchman Lake by 

C d .  There was this M y :  a father, a mother, a brother-in-law and two little brothers. One day the 

father and brother-in-law went across the lake to cut wood. This was during the winter time. They were 

cutting wood and the two children and the mother were looking a m s s  the lake. and t h e  saw a faint figure 

coming across the lake. and they thought it was their brother-in-law, so they ran to greet him and the two 

brothers tan as fast as they could When they got about ten feet away h m  the figure it tumed out not to be 

their brother-in-law buî a great huge wooUy Mammoth. And then the wooUy Mammoth killed them and ate 

them and the sister ran as fast as she could around the lake over to where the brother-in-law and the father 

were cutting ~ o o â  They ran mund back over across the trail, back to their house because the house was on 

the trail. The house was covered in water at the beginning of the year. It fomed ice around it to keep the 

house warm insi&. The brother sat on top of the house with a huge club, and the father sat in the bush 

whittling away at a spear. They waited for the animal to corne dong the mil.  The brother-in-law started 

- M g  at it g a g  the animal al1 maci. The animal came after him and tried to get up onto the house but it 

was tao slippery because the house was covered in ice. The brother-in-law kept hitting it with his club over 

and over again, and then the father came Nnning out of the bush and stabbed the animal a whole bunch of 



times unîd it d i d  They cut iîs stomach open and took ail the boues out and made a huge firc and buraed all 

the knmes so that the spirits wauid be rcban in the afkrlife. They say that p u  can sîiU ree the animal's bones 

in the bottom of Frenchman's Lake. 

Khv dogs me21 each others buîts 

My name is îharlie Jadcmn 1 was telling this sîory at Kathryn Miller's classmom. I chose ihis stov because 

it was W. This is a story why dogs w e a c h  others buîts. Did you ever th& of that? Dogs snin each 

others bats because one @ ... there were mounîains. So Sam d e d  al1 his friends together b u s e  he knew 

l w  of people aii over the place. They al l  played They were ali  playhg for five houn. T k y  al1 played al1 

âay long at the beach and they had hot dogs, anà potato salad. and Little bowis of chips everqwhere for 

a.-. Tky were a i l  eaîing and having fun. And they were wet too. So t h q  hung up their tails to chy. 

They di gathered around the h. It was getthg sort of late and they starteci teiling stories and eating 

marshmallows and drinlang hot coco. So t h y  all went to bed and when they woke up in the moming they 

were so tired and they haâ to get home. They worked for their mastem. They al1 grabbed the first tail they saw. 

That's why dogs sniflF each others butts. 

CC- the Moon isn't seen on certain nights of the Month 

Hi my name is Tracey Eldridge. 1 told my story at Whitehorse Elemenkuy and 1 chose this stoy because it's 

based on a book that my sister gave me. This is a story about wh-v the moon isn't seen on certain nights of 

the month. One night not too long ago there was a young girl with blonde hair and green eyes hanging up 

the laundry outsi& her cabin, which was just by the Takhini Hotsprings. And the moon looked d o m  on her 

and s a w  how happy she was. She was wearing this new flanne1 nightgown stitched with stars. And he 

thought. " You laioH. what, I'd like to get a nighigow~~" So he fioated down ont0 the highway and went down 

the highway into t o m  passed the Stemwheeler, passed the library, passed Main Street, passed Rumours, 

passed Food Fair and f h U y  the moon got to Saans. And he just got there pst in t h e  before they were 



closing, so they let him in. The first nightgown he tried on was this huge. huge biack nightgown with this 

big ugly pink string right amund the ne&. And he started to put it on but you see sinœ he didn't have any 

arms or legs he siarted to âruwn in it, it was so big. He saiQ " Help me. help me. help me!" F M y  the clerk 

ran to him and helped him out of tbis big huge nightgown. Then he tried on these little tiny pyjamas that 

didn't fit him at al. were white with ail tbese M e ,  little fùzq animals ail over it. They must have been 

for some kid And then the moon tried on a nightgown with a silver moon ai l  over it. The moon thought. 

"Well the silver m m  is kind of cool." He tried on every nightgown and every pair of pyjamas in the whole 

store. The moon pleadingly asked. "Not even one more pair is lefi?" The clerk said to the moon "In the back 

of the store in a reaiiy tiny drawer t h e  is a Mue fianml nightgown with stars." And the moon tried it on and 

it fit perfectly. and it looked just like the sky at night. So he paid for it right away and flm up into the sky 

and happily played and danced in tbis nightgown. He liked it so much he wore it every single night. The 

problem with that is the people down on earth coufdn't see the moon when he was wearing this nightgown 

and the mothers began to forget the words to the ldabies and the owls kgan to lose their way. The sun 

decided somethmg has to be done about this. So he decideci he was going to go visit the moon which really 

didn't happen very often. So the next &y there was an eclipse. And the sun said to the moon, "Moon, you 

must take off your nightgown. R@e are losing their way and they dont know what to do for they have lost 

you. They canot see you wiîh your nightgown on." So the moon reluctantly took off his nightgown. foldeâ 

it up and put it into a drawer in the back of the sky. So whenever you see that the moon is not out you can 

imaguie he is wearing his nightgown. And that is the end of the story. 1 changed it a bit b u s e  it was for 

kids and everythmg, and it had to be related to the Yukon. 

Story of C c v o n  Cip 

Hi my name is MI, Jane and I did my story at EIijah Smith School. My story is about Whitehorse and 

Canyon City. 1 chose this stoty to tell the kids about the history of Whitehorse. Mary Jme did not want to 

be recorde4 she explained whut she tdd during her stoy presentutim. Her presentation of the story in the 



clammm imoived her historical perspective as a Yukon first Nations youth p m i n g  up in the cornmuni@ 

of Ivhitehorse. 

Julie's Stoty 

My name is Julie Hutchinson. 1 told my story at Whitehom Elementary. 1 chose this story because it reaUy 

to me. I didn't want to tell one that 1 didn't @y know about or was out of a book. 1 wmted a m e  

story. 1 h g h t  it would be original. ifyou've -ter raoticed çomeone sitting off in the corner of a rom. Well. 

Deb was just that type of person. I've always tried to make friends with those types of people because 1 figure 

they can use a chance and they are probably a feally nice person. And 1 thought Deb was no different. She 

was realiy shy. You would throw the bal1 at her in gym and she would duck away k m  it. You would look 

o w  at her and she wwld be iiiding b e h d  ber hair in the corner and not taUcing much. We had some good 

times. 1 talked to her at schml and we went shopping once. She went to my birthday when 1 tumed fifteen. 

She t a s  one of the bravest people there. She was wearing a cool get-up. It was like a placemat in the back 

of her dress and a tea a q  on her head, and we were just having a lot of fun with it. But afier a while people 

started to realize tbat Deb wasn't who we thought she was. People studied reaiîy hard for exam. Sometimes 

people ~Wdn't sleep the whole weekend just to be ready for one. Deb praak called people the night before 

an euam and a lot of people came to school the next &y and they were not able to concentrate. They would 

be mq masi at her. She did a cotrple of other things. She stole things h m  people. The worst thing she did 

to me ws HZ went to the movies and she wanted to look just Like me, so she bomwed some of my jeweliery 

and she was wearing two of my green shirts. She was wearing my fàvourite green shirt. After we had left the 

movie my mom  as giving us a ri& home, 1 couldn't realiy ask her for the shirt she was wearing. 1 was 

counbng on her to give me the other shirt back. 1 called her a couple of times and after a month she finally 

gave me my shirt back. And when 1 got it 1 was just so glad to have it. She left pretty quick h m  my house. 

It w m ' t  until 1 was pming it in the dryer later that I noticed a d y  gross green min on it and 1 tried to get 

it out. 1 couidn't bleach the shirt because it was tie dyed So that shirt was m k d  and 1 was redy mad at 



her. She wasi't ewen homst about h She didn't even teU me about the stain or anytbg. So sometimes you 

can make niends with people that are in the corner but, h m  my experience. they're not always the ni- 

people. 1 chose it b u s e  at the time it made me really mad and t e h g  the story kind of resolves it for me. 

1 find telling it helps me. 

Tqvlepo 

My name is Tes Hardey and 1 told my story at Elijah Smith. 1 chose the stow W u s e  my grandma told it 

to me. This old man is really old and he lives in Whitehorse but during the winter he &es to go up to Little 

G e  Mou& where there is a hunting cabin and great ûig hunting Qgs. They're realiy big and vicious but 

tiiey're kind of old He goes up there one year and he doesn't take enough food so he is snick up there and 

it's getling towards spring but he's snowed in and there are bad blljt7ilfds. Ail he àas lefi to eat is a canot. 

a potato and a rotten onion. And he really doesn't want to eat rotten onion soup again. So he goes outside. 

he gets some snow. he melts it and he cuts up his canot and his potato and onion. He begins to eat his soup 

and then he hears a scratchhg sound outside. He looks over and there is this animai. It jumps into his cabin 

because there is this Little hole in the wall. He look at the animai. It looks like a fox but it has redy big 

yeiiow eyes and his tail is about three mettes long. It sits clown and wraps its tail around itself a whole bwich 

of tllnes. It has a big hairless wom-îike tail. So it looks like a big black worm. So he picks up his gun and 

he shoots at the animai but it jumps up and runs out of the cabin. Al1 he gets is his tail. He shot his tail off. 

His tail is wiggling around on the pund The tail just kept wigghg. He didn't want to touch it because it 

was really gross and he waited until it stopped wiggling. He chopped it up and put it into his soup and he 

mi& it all up and k thought, it wasn't very good He gave a Little bit to each of his dogs. So he was happy 

and he got into bed and he was lying in bed and he heard a scratching sound and a voice that said " Taleypo, 

taylepo give me back my taylepo, you've got it, that 1 know, give me back my taylepo." The old man was 

mdly scared. Screaming, he manages to get up and open the door and he sen& out his three dogs and they 

go out and he hem some barSring and the cat screeching. He gets back into bed. An hour rater he lets his 
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one won't corne. So he gets back into bed and he hears smtching again. And he hears the voice again 

"Tqlepo. tayiepo give m back my taylepo, you%e got it, that 1 know. give me back my taylepo." And he is 

reaUy scared The dogs dida't want lo go hii he sent them out again He heard W n g  and ~cfeeching again. 

An hour later he heard scratching at his door again and he let tus dogs in. But on@ one dog came in this 

tirne. He cailed and calieù for the other two but bey didn't corne. So he crawkd back into bed again, but he 

h e d  the smtching again. And he heard the voice, "Taylepo. taylepo give me back my taylepo, ou've got 

it, that 1 know, give me back my taylepo." And the old man is really scared n m .  His dog is hungry again 

but he reaîiy doesn't want to be sent out but he grabs him and chucks him out the b r  an!way. He sits by 

the door whining untii h d î y  he hem a barking and the creahm xreeching and he waits for his dog to corne 

b& He hears the scratchhg again and it's getting closer and closer to him and f i d y  he hears it at the end 

of the bed. The creature jumps onto the bed and the old man is leaning back in the bed and he is scnuiched 

up agamit the wall and he is clutching his blankets and the mature is stallung towards him and says. "Give 

me my taylepo, if you just give it to me 1 will go in peace." The old man says. "1 don't have it. I don't know 

what p u  are taUcing attouî." And al1 of a sudden the creature jumps on him. And two months later his son. 

who lives in Whitehorse was realiy womed about his dad. He said "My &d is usuaiiy in like a month ago." 

So he gets up to the cabin. He opens the cabin door and it's reaily smelly. He looks over and his &d is iying 

in bed with his stomach ripped wide open. His son is iike, "Where are his dogs?" They found them floating 

in a pond. Sometimes al night we can hear a voice in the mountains saying. "Taylepo, taylepo now I have 

my taylepo." 

Personal Phase: 

C 1 eek One: Brainstorming with High-school stovtellers. 

Week Two: Individual brainstorming continues and storyfame construction. 

Ct éek Three: Preparation for hfini-stotytelling Festival 



?Veek Four: Mni-Storytelling Festival 

Stovtelling Fesîival Program: 

Stories Retold 

Three chifden retold Iükon ~aditional oral narratives, Porcupine and Berner, The Sun S t o l  and The Girl 

Jf%o 3l& The Gn'ah Bear. These were especial& interesting, as the children who chose to retell these 

narratives were al1 of Yukon First Nations descent. 

Our OHn Stories 

This selection of stories were stories the children created themselves based on their li fe experiences. They 

incorporated imaginative elements and harsh realities. One story discussed the death of a famil  meniber, 

another of a hunting cantp expenence uith his familv and a cornbined narrative by two boys that explained 

the childrens' birth and experiences moving to the Yukon. 

Pet Stories 

There were three pet narratives. They varied again j?om dealing with the deafh of a pet to getting a pet for 

a birthdw present. n e  pet narratives marked significant moments of the children's lives and ownership or 

responsibiliiy for an other being in the world 

Other Interesting Stories 

These narratives involved humorous stories, scary stories and aàventurous stories of moving to the ïukon. 

,411 these narratives shared a common elemenr of each child-tefler's lifi experience tumed into a narrative. 

The children comprehended the boundayv b e ~ e e n  the real and the irnaginav through this process of the 

stopfiame and telling their stoty. 



Interviews: 

Fern Johnstone Interview conducted on Outober 28, 1996. 

WHY DID YOU AGREE TO THIS PROJECT! 1 agreeû to this project because of a belief I have in 

storytelling with respect to identity and identifjing to it. 1 have an interest in First Nations methods of 

teaching and leaming. It seems like something good and something I believe in. 

WHY ARE YOU INVOLVED IN TEACHING? 1 am involved in teaching because I have been involved in 

&cation in the pst. with pst wok. It seemed right for me. It is my place. 

HOW DO YOU THINK THE PROECT IS GOING? The praject is interesting. It started rather questionably. 

it was rough with its ups and downs but it has proven to be beneficial to the children. They enjq and like 

when you a m e  into the classoom The children have a greater awareness of storyteliing. the). like it and th-. 

know, even if they do not practice, its des.  1 like your flexibility and cooperative nature. 

DO YOU THINK STORYTELLiNG SHOüLD BECOME PART OF A REGULAR CURRICULUM? Not 

men; teacher is a bom storyteller and to ask a teacher to be a "sto~eller" is yet another task for us to take 

on. amongst the many others we already have. 

DOES iT HAVE A PLACE Di THE LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM? If storytelling were to be part of the 

curriculum it would fit well in with the language arts program, this is where it belongs. 

WHAT REC0MMEM)ATIONS W0W.D YOü MAKE TO ME TO IMPROVE THE PROJECT? Less time. 

three hours is too long. We shodd have M t  up to the three hours. You should give them more breaks. You 



shouid tell a story to the children every tirne p u  are here in the classroom, this woiiid be more impacting. 

There should be more First Nations content too and you should ask the children, Q they feaUy understand 

what you are trying to do. Story is it real? 1 a m  with it needing more continuity in the curriculum. When 

you are ody hm once a week for three hours. how can you expect them ta iisten to you? You rnust consider 

the chiidren' situation and the fàct that they see so many teachers and adults h d y  - you are pst another 

adult. It is very important to consider the children's position and situation in this undertaking. 

WHAT DOES PRIMARY EDUCATION MEAN TO YOU? Primary school is about teaching children to 

enjoy school. to leam to love school and to leam to love learning. It 1s a place where t h l  are taught 

everything. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PHRASE, CHïLDREETS DEFINITION OF FAMILY IS ? To First 

Nations children this means extendeci family. to othecs this means a single mom or &d Society's vision of 

"family" has changed 

WHAT IS SCHOOL PROVIDiNG CHILDREN? School is providing everythg. It mets whatever needs 

which are not met anywhere else. It is their family, it is îheir structure. 

Kathyn 3fi11ar interview conducted on Oclober 26,1996. 

WHY DID YOU AGREE TO THIS PROJECI'? 1 thought it sounded exiting. 1 was very fiattered to be 

recommended. You gave me the impression there wodd be some Native orientation in this and that was 

exiting too. That is a big part of our curriculum. And jwt anythmg new for the kids that gets away h m  the 

hum d m  straight acaàemic s t d f  is good 



WHY ARE Yûü iNVOLVED IN TEACHING? HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN TEACHING? It's aü 1 do. 

It's really ai l  1 feel cornfortable doing. It's the most exciting thing to me. Even when Fm at home and other 

people are reading the best seller 1 am reading teachen magazines and teacher h k s  and anything on 

edwaticm That's my big interest. Even on my holidays 1 go and visit schools and talk to teachers. I'm just 

reaïiy intetested in it. And 1 think I'm a good teacher. 1 found my niche so to speak. I work weU with Little 

kids anà Native la& in periicular. If t h q  have to have a non-Native teacher it's me. I'm going to say twenty 

years. 1 graduated h m  Ottawa Tacher's College. Since then I've gone back. 1 got my degree and then 1 

wem badr again and got S p e d  Educaticm because thq were main streamhg and putting ici& w i t h  aii lcinds 

of learning disabilities into the classroom. 

WHAT IS THE MPURTANCE OF FRST NATIONS CONTENT IN YOUR CLASSROOM? 1 really think 

it's important that we validate Native cuitute and the identity and heritage of Native students. The non-Native 

students need to know ttiat Fint Nations history and culture is part of Canada's history. 1 think both cultures 

have something to leam h m  the other. Well before 1 was up here 1 was in the Northwest Territories and 

culture is very strong there. That is the Inuit culture. And then 1 worked on Vancouver Island for hwo years 

doing curriailm chelopnent and it was a project on the Native people and the Chinook people dom there 

and although it was the school district that hired me it was Elciers that approved or disapproved of the 

curriculum. 

WHAT ROLE DOES A TEACHER PLAY IN CHILDREN LIVES? 1 think we meet the needs of the children. 

We are supposedly judicious parents away from the childs home. More and more our han& are king tied 

on things ive can do and cadt do. We're not to touch children and that's something 1 find really naturai. You 

want to hug hem or hold bands with them and do things. 1 think eqecially in the younger grades or in the 

older grades I've seen teachers who can rem relate to children and I can see men becoming surrogate fathers. 

1 think its an important role even though a lot of kids rnight say, "Oh Gad 1 hate school." But there is a lot 



of stability we are providing for kids that &ntt have it, up here in particular. But probably more and more 

so down south a lot of dq.sfimctionai homes and kids corne to school looking for basic needs to be filled. With 

some 1 know that's the stnicture in their lives. They get it at school. They dont have tt elsewhere. 1 &n't 

even lrnow if thq h e  someone who really cares about what thq're doing. 1 have ici& whose parents can't 

spend ten miniaes a night to Listen to them and fead a Litîie stov. That says something. Or parents who get 

a f o m  a permission slip. to go swimming and they lose the f o m  they forget to give the money and the 

school ends up finâing a batbing suit, paymg tbe mney and getting the parentst v e M  permission. It's really 

sad 1 think its an obligation of patental duties. The teachers are there for those kids. As advocates of the 

child we don't want to see the child Iose out. 

HOW DO YOU THINK THE PROJECT IS GOING? 1 think it's going great. You always look at me with 

this look of fear. You really want to know my answer. Tt's like kids coming out of a test saying " How did 

you do?" 1 think we're doing really wonderhi. The kids love it. They look forward to it. They're always 

happy when they see ';ou. They're hearing some great stories, and now since we've had the high-school 

students corne in theytre seeing people of dinerent ages and we're not done yet. 1 think it's going great and 

who knows the impact we're having. I think it's wonderful. 

DO YOU THINK STORYTELLING SHOULD BECOME A PART OF THE REGULAR CURRICULUM? 

I think so. But you know I've also been thinking about it and 1 think it probably exists more to a greater 

de- than yw or 1 even realize. We do a lot of de-playing through all the subjects and inte~ewing and 

imaginative things, creative things. It might be in the form of poew, a story that way, or feelings. It's sort 

of there but o u  mean to fonnalw it, cal1 it storytelling. Definitely. Definitely. And then, follow through 

as they get older and older. 'Ibis 1 would help on comunication and selflexpression. We're manàated 

to teach listening, writing, reading and speakmg. Ma* speakmg is one of the areas now that we don2 do 

as much. 1 can rernember when 1 was in school h g  to stand and give speeches. Now you Qn't see tbat 



any more. Not that I'm aware of. 

WHAT RE-ATION WOULD YOU MAKE TO ME TO IMPROVE THE PROJECT? I think less 

time. It's too long a span all morning. And persanally, I'm not someone who lives rigidly to a schedule. but 

I do have other teachers who come. They teach French, they teach gym, they teach music. and these are al l  

in the afternoon and when I have a switch to accommodate someone else I'm really talring something away 

fiom the kids. Thefre getting the storytelling but it would be better if it were &nng my Language Arts time 

in the morning. That's probably the biggest thing there. Other than that I don't feel that I am being 

unaccommodafed I feel it's fitting in pretty wel. 1 like all the work you're putting into it. Arranging these 

field trips and speakers. I think it's great. I know that takes a lot of time to coordinate all tius. 

WHAT DOES PRlMARY SCHOOL MEAN TO YOU? It's laying ground work. It's for life. You're learning 

all kinds of social skills when you're interacting with each another. You're learning cooperative work. 

Roblem solving in a larger context whether it be through a story in a book or in a fight on the schoolyard. 

It's Life in a little micnmsm. There is the school and then the classroom. This is the way our culture does 

it. 

M YOUR OfINION, WHAT ROLE COULD STORYTELLING PLAY XN THE CLASSROOM? I think it 

could be integrated just like we are asked to integrate our whole day. I've already given you the little example 

of math problems but I can see it even with Soctal Studies. Right now we're tallung about early Native people, 

Kwaday Unit. which means "long agow (in Southern Tutchone). The struggles they had and what they went 

through. Tonight I just typed up in my day plan that we are going to look at band politics and how things 

are solved. "Long ago," they had hereditary chiefs and how they would come to consensus and the people 

would give advice to the Chief. I can see role-playing all of this and acting it out or having someone talk 

about their story of how they see it because of something that happened. It could go through all the subjects. 



It wouiâ fit in niœiy. S o m e  pst has to write the curriculumum We have some teachers tbat are set in their 

ways and they need it laid out for them. 

Did p u  know that on our field tnp there was an example d i t ?  These kids sort of have a foot in both 

cultures. There was the -, Rachei, building the dog shelter. The kids wanted to help her but she 

wouidn't let them She said "No, you watch while 1 do it and you wiii learn how to do it." And some of them 

couldn't wait tili the end. 1 figured they thought they had it. They knew how to do it and king indepenknt. 

&enhamorne guys ... It was all boys by the way. A mhm of Native and nomNative. They were off and 

they were making their shelter. It was great. They couldn't wait. They had to s a .  She wouldn't let them 

[build the shelter she's hilding]. She let the d e r  group. She handed them the spmce boughs. But that was 

it. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS PHRASE. CHlLDRENS SENSE OF FAMILY IS ? I &nlt know. It is Merent 

for eveq child And 1 can almost predict what the f d y  will mean to one child and what it is to another. 

For one little girl tbat I teach famihr it is extended grandparents, her mom and &d when they are sober, and 

there for her. And lots of promises but not a lot of foUow through. And 1 think it means a lot of 

dqpointnaent. And other kids it's people that are there for them no matter what, to protect them h m  the 

world and everything bad that would ever happen. and to take them to new expaiences. For different kids 

it means Wérent thiags. 1 Qn't think you'd ever get a consensus in my mm. Not having taught in southem 

communities for a long time but doing reading. yes 1 would say that was a trend today. There are some very 

protective parents and parents who are oertauily chargeci with the ammitment they have taken on. And others 

it's. 1 really believe, an inconvenience. 1 don't know how planned it was and what the level of cornmitment 

is. And they say things like, "You were cute when you were little but right now 1 don't have time for you." 

WHAT IS SCHûûL PROWDING FOR CHILDREN? 1 think it is helping formulate the chiid's view of the 



world and Me and how we fllnction in this wotld or in our community and in our school with our friends. 

1 Qn't how mwh inpd we have kause  they are with their fnends, their peers. in the community and 

there is a lot of input there that is pretty powerhi. 

DO YOU THIM( THE CHILDREN ARE: MAKïNG AN AFFECTIVE GRASP WITH STORY? 1 really 

e.vpect to see some concrete trader. I'd want to hear the chiid say, "Rememkt in that story when he said 

this is the way you shduld ad." 1 think kidf are trained today to take things a certain way. 1 rememkr when 

Louise ws t e h g  a story and a woman had given birth to a chi14 and she had to go out to urinate and while 

she was out a man came in and stabbed the child to death. The kids just tûok it in. 1 know at my age. and 

mqbe not being eqmed to what ki& are expsed to today, it wouId have been shocking and terrible to me. 

These kick w j u s t  loolang and nodduig their head and iistening. They took it al1 in stride as if, yes, these 

things happa They çeemed more excited when the hem of the story was on a big swing and he could have 

mashed into that cm. That sort of touched a different cord to them. A ddferent kuid of violence. One that 

was more -hg. That îhey were used to seeing, I think, on T.V. Like I said other than direct m e r  here 

to verbalize it or comect it to something else that they see in the classroorn, 1 wouldn't know. 1 really 

wouldn't know. And I think it would take longer than what we are thinking of. 

Teachers have so much on their plate now and we're dealing with individual kids that don't fit the 

grade two or grade seven package that you have to present. You are individiializing. You have so many 

things. You're M i n g  with irate parents. You're M i n g  with superintendents that are saying this. You're 

dealing with the public that is dexnanding that. It's unbeliewable. And if something is laid out in a clear. 

concise package, or sparks the teachers imagination, or gathers the material, or says these are the titles for 

-ou to read sme good stories, or this is how you go about getting guests in. Go for it. That needs to be done 

too. If ).ou r tdy  M e v e  in it. You can't just say, "Teachers you really should include storyteliing or school 

boards have you ever thought." 1 would really like a person like you to corne in and work with me with my 

class. Have someone who has some e x p î k  and is doing some research and bas ideas. 1 wodd try and pill 



my rhare of the luad ioo tnû if we walred togdber it wuidn't ssan so diBFicuit. Like if somane told me ne* 

year you were going to a plot storytebg project by yourself 1 would be ovemhelmed. Even t h g h  1 do 

believe in it. I d y  do. Just to have that support would be great! 

Mary SIoan interview conducted on April23, 1997. 

DO YOü DESCRIBE YOURSEIW: AS AN EDUCATOR AND/OR STORYTELLER? I t e  been teaching 23 

years anci I've! taught wery ga& from K to 12. My iriiaest in storytelliag stemmed probably h m  my intetest 

in h t r e  a& to me it's the most basic form of theatre. So it's a really gdod place to start with kids who are 

interested in daing some lnnd of theatre but are maybe afraid of using bes or having to be a character - you 
just siî and tell a story which for some people is intimidating but it seems for kids. people tell stocies al1 the 

tirne. They tell their own life stories and this was an opportunit)' for them to tell stories that they had heard 

from somebody else. 

WHEN DID YOU DEVELOP THE COURSE THAT YOU TAUGHT LAST FALL IN STORYTELLING? 

1 ckloped it the year before last fàll(19%). It's about a two-yeardd course. It was because we had to have 

a fine arts half credit course. I thought storytelling because I had been using storytelling in my English 

classes before and bringing Louise Pmfeit-Leblanc in my classes to talk about storyteliing and kids were redly 

interested in it. There were no other courses like that king offered in the Whitehorse area or anywhere else 

that I'm aware of. It was my and Louise's idea. 

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF STORYTELLER M PRESENT-DAY COMMUNITY? I think they have a role. 

1 think al1 pkqwrights are storyteilets. Thqjust get other people to tell their stories. 1 think that storytelling 

is an on@ form of art and 1 think it's important to pas  that on as weli. 1 think storytelling too is a c h c e  

to get back to onelonane communication. We've corne away h m  that with tekvision and movies. But it 



seems like we're gecting badr to it again with the Storytelling Fesîivaî tbat wmes here, and just sit aad watch 

children as entranced by a storyteller as they are by television, e x c .  to lmow that this is an immediate 

interaction thai Wre haviag - you know between them and another peson. To me it is a realiy neat thing 

to see. And ici& love stories. As long as there are kids there's going to be a need for storyteiiers. Because 

they want to sit on somebody's Lap or at somebody else's feet and have them told a story. 

WHAT IS YOUR PERCEPTION OF YOUR HIGH-SCHOOL STUDENTS IN THE CHILDREN' 

CLASSROOM? Evelhing was so much t#tter in the class then when it was just the kids telling their stories 

to each other. When we told tk stories to each other it was Like, "ooh just another sort of English thing we're 

doing but thank God we dont have to write it dom." There stories were dead and they were repetitious and 

they were müy boring, but when they got with these kids sitting there reaUy excited about them king there 

and anxious to be etaertained. îhey entertained them. 1 thought the stories really came dive and the kids came 

akz and showed a degree ofseLfc0nfidence that just amazd me - in those luds in parûcular. Th? were not 

cirama snidents. They'd nevet had drama. Probably utost of them had never spoken in front of an audience 

before. To give them an aradience rias just grving them the responsibility to keep that audience interested and 

it worked wefl. 

WHAT DO YOU THIM( YOUR STUDENTS GAiNED FROM THAT EXPERIENCE? A lot of self- 

c o ~ ~ .  I think a lot of seif-knowledge that they could do this and that it requires an effort to do. I think 

a lot of times in school kids kind of float dong. They write notes. They write tests. That requires a bit of 

effort but this really requires thinking. and making yourselfa iittie bit bigger than realiy. And that forced 

them nght there into the forefront and gave them the wonderful feeling that comes with knowing that 

e v e ~ ~ ' s  paying attention to you because what you have to say is interesting. And thatts really g d  for 

them. 1 thuik, too. it gave them, some of them, a co~ection with their past because some of them brought 

out stories their parents had told them. 



WHA'T DO Y W  THINK THE CHILDREN GAINED FROM THAT -CE? My kids leiuned was 

how hard it is to be a teacher. When we were Qing the brainstorming they found you have to keep the kids 

engaged Tbey dont just stay engaged on their own. They Qn't just go, "Oh let's work now." And then 1 

think when younger chilctren work with older students there's sort of an openaess tbat they have with them 

and an eagemess to be aaxptd that mayk they bon2 have neceSSarily wiîh adults. So 1 think that they saw 

these high-school students who are a little bit intimidating to them at nrst and then they fealjzed that what 

they had to say was interesting enough. And that it's not jrist their teachers tbat want them to do things. but 

these shdents did as weU. And they brought out some good ideas in the kids. M y  kids were amazed by the 

stories that the Little kids told - the fact that they tell stories ahost spontaneausly. Whereas my kids would 

thuik, "You have to think. You have to think about the story, b u s e  that's what we teach them in school. 

You know you've got to have a plan You've got to wite it dom." 

WOULD YOU COMMENT ON STORYTELLING AS A DOORWAY N O  THE COMMUNITY? Yes. 1 

think that wtren people tell stories it allows a different kind of voice to corne through. My first impllse wis 

to œnsor that story [Charfie's story] and say, "Oh, thtnk of a different story," but it was so genuine to him and 

it was such a loveiy sto~y. And it was so obviously a story that he hadn't just made it up to be crude. He had 

heard it fiom somebdy else. And it was funny and it made sense. The lads loved it - they just loved that. 

1 can see in any society that's made up of different groups, stories are a way of bringing al1 of those groups 

into the classroom, and that way the classroom develops an appreciation for all these other groups tbat are 

outside, orpxpîe that are Uerent b m  them. 1 see that at Elijah Smith school because my son goes there. 

And that's r d y  neat. That's the thing 1 like the best about that school because it brings in a lot of people. 

You know they're hearing al1 different ways of people talking. 

Dû YCKJ THIIUK STORYTELLING IN THE CLASSROOM HELPS CO- DEVELOPMENT? I 

think it lets kids see other people in the çommunity and also older people as well. Because 1 know when we 



were doing the storytelling ciass Louise brought ElderS. Before they came in we talked about respect and, 

you imow, sometllnes thqiie going to be hard to mdmtaml And sornetimes maybe th& stories area't going 

to mice sense to you And =me of them. like. tbey'd talk hr  an hour, but the kids were respectful and patient 

and interesteci. 1 think it's great. 1 think the scbool needs to open up and get into the community. 

SHOULD MORE STORYTELLMG BE GOING ON ïN THE SCHmL? It is. It shoiild To me that's 

edwatim I hadn't realized wbat education was. ïiz gone to a lot of in-services and heard a lot of people ta& 

about experieniiai education and tried to do thematic units Ui my Engiish class that would be relevant to the 

kids, And it wasn't until 1 got out of the school that 1 realized what relevaace is. Like. this is experiential. 

Doing a unit on race relations, as weU intention@ and as good as that is for opening up kids' min&. isn't 

e.xperiential at all. It's a whole diffant thing that maybe makes school a liîtle more interesting. But this. 

rather than just çchooL t h  is an m o n .  1 think we need to bring a lot more oral work into the classroom. 

We need to ta& and listen. 

IS THERE ANYïHNG ELSE YOU WANT TO ADD? WeU, I really enjoyed doing it. And like 1 say, I'rn 

going to incorporate it in the programs that 1 do tierd year. I was so nervous about going out into the schook. 

1 thought. "Oh man theçe stories are so boring ...." And then we went and 1 was so glad we did it. And 1 can't 

wait to do it again. 

Luc Luferte interview conducted on April2 1, 199 7. 

HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF AS AN EDUCATOR ANDIOR STORYTELLER? Well I'rn both. 

but 1 start as an educator because 1 teach. 1 teach and the training I've had helps me to relate with children. 

1 basically teU stories to chilcirien but also to aduits. I'rn a storyteller because of the cultural aspect of a i i  this. 

but it's all intertwined for me. 1 consider myself bth.  



WHEN DID YOU START TO TELL STORES? The iïrst story I heard marked me because it was so neat. 

1 was 12. 1 starteci teliing stories when 1 was I I  and 1 joined the boy scouts. 1 joined a little bit late. The 

pioneer boy scuuts from 14 to 16 years old We each had to take a turn during those long 4 &y eqeüitions 

when we had to teli a stoq. And 1 would make them up and 1 would really enjoy malang them up and see 

my fi& kind of srirpnsed by my imagination. And 1 would be really surprisxi at theu reaction. 1 worked 

in a summer camp whem we had to tell stories, and I would be the first one in line always. And 1 just started 

like this when 1 was at that age. 1 guess 18 or 19. And then when 1 worked in a daycare ttiat's where 

a.er@hg got fine tuned b u s e  the kids wete reaUy drinking my stories, just like water. 

WHAT DID THE CHILDREN GET FROM YOUR STORY? 1 think they got something. And 1 can tell this 

by the way they -me Listenulg. It's a s t o ~  about explahhg how s o m w  who's an mderâog will compete 

against animals that are bigger than him. Just using his brain. he would get over the obstacles. And 1 think 

children who are d e r  can respect him for this. Half of these kids were fiom First Nations. We don't hear 

every &y on the media that First Nations are supers and excellent people. They are sometimes in a bad 

situation. and 1 think they felt good at hearing sornebiy who's d and not too strong, you know, winning 

against ali odds. 1 think they iüced it. Just by the size of their eyes too. They were really attentive. 

WHAT ROLE ARE YûU TRMNG TO PLAY IN THE WHKEHORSE COMMUNITY? The d e  I'm m n g  

to fulfil is to erqilaui. wli. teach people and teU people about French-Canadiam in Canada, especiaiiy French- 

Canadians h m  (&bec. Tbat's where I'm &m. And sometimes I just want to tell them about the beauty of 

our culture: mngs and stories, different spots in Quebec that are really beautitirl. And sometimes I'm going 

into political stu£f trymg to explain to mainly older audiences why Quebec wants to separate. There are 

historical reasons for this and they are very well explained through story. And also explain how peoples' 

charadet is fotmed ttirough history and thnnigh the nature. So the people in my stoRes are aiways influenced 



by nature and by the political setting from Quebec. 

COULD YOU COMMENT ON TRANSLATION OF STORY THROUGH LANGUAGE? if I ever a&pt a 

story h m  another country. if1 take it. I'rn not going to put it uito a setting of French-Canadians. I'rn going 

to teil people it's from somewhere else. But d t h a t ' s  h m  my place. 1 find it veq important to put it into 

the situation. the contea. For me, it's a way to explain who 1 am so people h o w  me better. That's what 1 

like. 

DO YOü THINK STORY CONNECTS LISTENERS TO LANDSCAPE? 1 think it works for me. 1 would 

pr- be able to pit myseif in sorne of rny stories Take a character in there. I was raised untilI was 

10 years old near the river where most of my stories take place: St. Maurice. They were set on the banks of 

the Mauricie River. The images I'm going to use sometimes. those images I'rn using in my stories. very often 

I'm üying to remember how 1 would have seen this beast or this d when 1 was a kid The actual 

geographical féabires, riceil, I d iW see them ail when 1 was a kid, but when 1 was a teenager and -mg adult. 

1 wodd m e 1  here by bicycle or ôy motorcycle through Quebec, and do lots of mileage and take pichues of 

things that would remind me of stories I've heard 

WHAT DOES COMMUNITY MEAN TO YOU? Well, it's a word that's been used a lot. I've heard it a lot 

in the last 12. 13 years since I've been out of Quebec. And it's started to be in peoples' language and 

v- when 1 was still Living here. I'rn always acking questions about how do we define a community: 

is it a geographical thing. a cuitural identity. or somethllig? It's pretty bard for me to say because they talk 

about the community here and there and lots of people use it in every plitical discoune. I'rn still not sure 

what it is because t h  are some people who are using community, this tenn, for thek own advantage and 



1 dont really like this. 1 thinlc when 1 talk about community it's people who have some values in ootnmotl. 

That's probaMy the most important thing. But more than values. mayüe ahit ies ,  maybe a regional settllig, 

like environment, like the community at Mount Lorae. This is probabiy the most active community in the 

Yukon that 1 know. There is children in a nice natural setting, and that's what they want. As far as 

comrnunity iike Edmonton or Vancouver is concemed 1 dont think there is only one community in there. 

T'here is m a .  communities. I think you have ta bave the same values and iive in the same place. And if 

you're h m  another culîure, weU sure, if you have the same community, you can share lots of values. That's 

probably the best thing, but do you actually share the same acîivities. If you Q. that's called a community. 

And even if they're not in the same colow. if they Iive in the same place, and do bas idy  the same thing. 

well, they shouid be in the same community. 
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